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The SELECTMEN meet on Thursday evenings from 7:00 - 9:00 PM.
The SELECTMEN'S STAFF is in the Office on Monday and Friday 9:00 - 11:00 AM and
Tuesday and Thursday 6:30 AM - 2:00 PM. Look for additional hours in the Spring.
The TOWN CLERK is in on Tuesday 2:00 - 7:00 PM, Wednesday 4:00 - 6:30 PM and,
beginning on March 20**', Thursday 9:00 - 11:30 AM.
The TAX COLLECTOR is in on Wednesday 10:00AM - Noon, Thursday 6:00 - 8:00 PM, and
Saturday 10:00AM - 2:00 PM.
The LIBRARY is open on Monday 6:00 - 8:30 PM, Wednesday 2:00 - 5:00 PM, Thursday
10:00 AM - 1:00 PM, Friday 3:00 - 6:30 PM, and Saturday 9:00 AM - Noon.
The TRANSFER STATION/RECYCLING CENTER is open on Friday 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM
and Saturday 8:00AM - 5:00 PM
Board and Commission Meetings
PLANNING BOARD, second Wednesday of the month, 7:00 PM
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT, third Wednesday ofthe month at 7:00 PM
CONSERVATION COMMISSION, fourth Tuesday of the month at 7:00 PM
COMMISSION HISTORIC DISTRICT fourth Wednesday of the month at 7:00 PM
All regular meetings are at the Town Office.
Telephone Numbers:









Fire Station (non-emergency only) 827-3412
Police Department (non-emergency only)...827-2903
Emergency 911
Community Meals are held on the last Wednesday of each month, January through October.
A Holiday meal is hosted in early December. They are at the Community Church of Harrisville
and Chesham 11:30 AM - 1:00 PM at the brick Church in Harrisville Village.
The Friends ofthe Library meet quarterly on the first Thursday of January, April, July, and
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SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Charlotte Chamberlain Term expires 2005
Catherine Buffum Term expires 2006
Anne Carpenter Term expires 2008
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Thomas Havill Term expires 2004
Janet Clymer Term expires 2005
Philip Trudelle Term expires 2006
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Philip Trudelle Term expires 2004
William McNeill Term expires 2005
Max Boyd Term expires 2006
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Russell Driscoll, Chief Eric Hood, Sergeant








Rand Duffy Kevin Smith
Alton Chamberlain Douglas Morse
Russell Driscoll
SURVEYORS OFWOOD AND LUMBER














Rand Duffy David O'Neil
HARRISVILLE BEACH COMMITTEE
Cindy Stone Ranae O'Neil Keith Kelley
Peter Thayer Eileen Crowe Richard Stone
Jimmy Patton
CHESHAM BEACH COMMITTEE
James Powley Hollis Parker David Sobel




















ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Panos A. Pitsas, Chairman Term expires 2004
Lindsay Johnson Term expires 2004
Hal Grant Term expires 2004
Charles Michal Term expires 2005
Toni Silk, Alternate Term expires 2005
Jay Jacobs Selectman Member
Alton Chamberlain, Alternate Selectman Member
PLANNING BOARD
John Calhoun, Chairman Term expires 2004
Richard Newman, Vice Chairman Term expires 2006
Donna Stone, Secretary Term expires 2005
Jeannie Eastman Term expires 2004
Jane Meneghini, Alternate Term expires 2005
Alton Chamberlain Selectman Member
Michael Wilder, Alternate Selectman Member
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Erik Anderson, Chairman Term expires 2005
Deborah Abbott Term expires 2005
R. Duke Powell Term expires 2005
Hal Grant Term expires 2006
Jay Jacobs Selectman Member
Michael Wilder, Alternate Selectman Member
TRAFFIC SAFETY COMMISSION
Rand Duffy, Fire Chief
Russell Driscoll, Police Chief
Wesley Tarr, Jr., Road Foreman
John J. Colony, III, Citizen
Michael Wilder, Selectman
OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
Linda MacGillvary Catherine Buffum
Judy Patton Diana Shonk
Alison Jacobs Sheila Powley
Bob Blair Janet Hammond
MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING
Town of Harrisville, Cheshire County
The State of New Hampshire
Tuesday March IL, 2003
Polls (11:00 AM to 8:00 PA-I) and Meeting held at Wells Memorial School Gymnasium
Moderator John J. Colony III opened the polls under I'Vrticle 1 at 11:02am which reads as follows:
^\RTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
The meeting was then recessed until 7:00pm when it was re-opened.
The Selectmen presented The Citizen of the Year award to Fred and Mary Crocker for all they have
done for the town. Alton Chamberlain, Selectmen Chair, noted Fred's work at the Recycling Center
(town dump) and Mary's work on projects through-out the town.
i-\RTICLE 1. continued: Officers were nominated and elected firom the floor to the following
positions:
FIRE WARDS: James St.Peter, Rand Duffy, Kevin Smith, Bryan Trudelle, Alton Chamberlain,
Douglas Morse, Russell Driscoll
SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER: Jay Jacobs, David Kennard
FENCE VIEWERS: Selectmen
RECREATION COMMITTEE: David O'Neil, Rand Duffy
H.\RRISVILLE BEACH COMMITTEE: Cindy Stone, Ranae O'Neil Keith Kelley, Peter Thayer,
Richard Stone, Eileen Crowe, Judy Patton
CHESHAiM BEACH COMMITTEE: James Powley, Hollis Parker, David Sobel, Carolyn Sturgis,
Bob Sturgis
LIBIL\RY TRUSTEE: Sharon Dnscoll 3 year term
Results of election as declared elected by the Moderator John J. Colony III at 9:45pm:
SELECTIVL\N : xMton Chamberlain 3 year term
TOWN CLERK; Donna Stone 1 year term
TOWTN' TREASURER: Constance S. Boyd 1 year term
FIRE CHIEF: Rand E. Duffy 1 year term
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND: Philip Trudelle 3 year term
CEMETERY TRUSTEE: Max E. Boyd 3 year term
i\RTICLE 2. Are you in favor of adoption of i\mendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Hanrisville Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
To readopt Article XFV, Growth Management Ordinance. PASSED
zAxe you in favor of adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Harnsville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XIV, 14.3.1.1, Growth Management Ordinance, to add
requirements to the completed application that proof of property ownership must be
provided and septic system design must be approved by NHDES. PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Plarining
Board for the Town of Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XIV, 14.4.5.1, Growth Management Ordinance, application
procedure, by eliminating: Applications shall be received up to March 1, granted by April
1, and adding: Applications shall be received by the Board of Selectmen. PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Plarming Board
for the Town of Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XIV, 14.4.5.5, Growth Management Ordinance, to eliminate the
requirement that permits issued during October through March have until June 30 to
complete foundations. PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of Harrisville Zoriing Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XIV, 14.4.5.5, Growth Management Ordinance, to add that
permits which expire due to lack of action are returned to the pool to be reissued on a
first-come first-serve basis and that permits that expire may be renewed at the sole
discretion of the Board of Selectmen. PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article VI, 6.3.4 Relative to Accessory Apartments requiring that they
have a maximum floor area of 800 square feet PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of HarrisArille Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XXVI, Definitions, to change the following definitions:
Lot Area to clarify definition.
Nonconforming to include lot in the definition.
Structure to clarifv definition.
«
Subdivision to make the definition consistent with RSA 672:14.
PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as Follows:
To Amend Article XXVI, Definition, to add the following new definitions:
Structure, temporary : A structure without any fovmdation or footings and which is
removed when the designated time period, activity, or use for which the temporary
structure was erected has ceased.
Temporary use: A use estabhshed for a fixed period of time with the intent to
discontinue such use upon the expiration of the time period.
Permit Period: For the purpose of the Growth Management Ordinance, the permit
period is January 1 to December 31.
PASSED
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend the zoning ordinance to make the following technical changes:
Amend 4.1.2 from RSA 347 to RSA 147-C as amended
Amend 4.1.11 from standards in accordance to Env Ws 1003 to as printed in the
publication "Subdivision and Individual Disposal System Design Rules"
Amend 5.4.1 substandard lot to Non-conforming lot
Amend 11.1 RSA 31 to RSA 673:1 et seq. as amended
Amend 12.1.3 RSA 483-A:l-b to RSA 482-A:l
Amend 12.2.1 Soil Conservation Service in Keene to USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service, Walpole
Amend 15.16.1 RSA 430 to RSA 425 et seq. as amended
Amend 20.1.1 RSA 31 to RSA 673 et seq. as amended
Amend 23.1 Chapter 31, Section 63A to RSA 675 as amended
(Vote by official ballot)
PASSED
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
530,000.00 for the purpose of maintenance and emergency expenditures for
the Landfill.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sxim of $1,357.50 in
support of Monadnock Family Services.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 in
support of the services of Home Health Care and Community Services.
PASSED bv voice vote.
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the svun of $1,195.00 as
the Town's share for the studies and operations of the Southwestern New Hampshire
Regional Planning Commission.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
the support of Camp HoUday.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
for the support of The Community Kitchen.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for the support of Southwestern Community Services, Inc.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00 for
the support of The Samaritans of the Monadnock Region.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell a parcel of land
located on Chesham Road, not indicated on the Tax Map to Todd Abbott and Mary
Nicholas for the sum of $4,000.00. Said parcel of land is that land given by the State of
New Hampshire to the Town and shown on NH.DOT survey S2458, 1953.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to sell a parcel of land, identified as Map 20,
Lot 67, Sublot 2, to the Harris Center for the sum of $18,000.00.
Amendment to sell parcel for $14,879.00. PASSED by voice vote.
Article: PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town wHl vote to discontinue the Town Highway Building
and the Town Office Building Capital Reserve Funds. (RSA 35:16a).
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$117,500.00 for Capital Reserve to be allocated as follows:
Highway Equipment -25,000.00,
Fire Equipment - 25,000.00,
Police Cruiser - 5,000.00,
Reappraisal - 10,000.00,
Town Bridges - 5,000.00,
Dam - 500.00,
Recycling Ctr. Equip . - 2,500.00
Town Buildings - 44,500.00 (RSA 35:1)
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PASSED by voice vote.
The Polls were closed at this point (SrOOpm) by the Moderator John J. Colony HI.
Mary Crocker asked for a moment of prayer for the leaders of all countries to work for
peace.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $85,149.83
for the purchase of a 2002 John Deere Wheel Loader and to authorize the withdrawal of
S85,149.83 from the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for this purpose. Further
to authorize the Selectmen to dispose of the 1985 loader.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,146.00
for the purchase and installation of fire and security alarm systems for the Town Office
and the Public Library.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $39,900.00
for a revaluation of property and to authorize the withdrawal of $39,900.00 from the
Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00
for the purchase of a baler for the Recycling Center and to authorize the withdrawal of
$10,000.00 from the Recycling Center Capital Reserve Fund.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $22,600.00
for the construction of a collection site and a storage building at the Recychng Center and
to authorize the withdrawal of $22,600.00 from the Town Building Capital Reserve Fund.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00
to reside the Fire Station. This is to be a non-lapsing fund.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $55,000.00
to rebuild a half-mile portion on the Bonds Comer Road.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
on behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:95-b.
PASSED bv voice vote.
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ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$605,740.00 which represents the operating budget Said sum does not include special
articles addressed.
Amendment made from the floor to add $2,000.00 under Other Cultural to help fund a
Future Search town gathering this summer. PASSED by voice vote.
Total appropriated operating budget $607,740.00. Said stun does not include special
articles addressed.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town wiU vote to send the following resolution to the General
New Hampshire Court
Whereas New Hampshire residents pay the 12* highest cost for insurance in the country;
and the cost of health insurance premiums for families has increased by 45% over the past
three years, and 100,000 New Hampshire residents have no health insurance coverage
and 77% of them have a fuU-time worker at home; and due to these rising costs almost
half of New Hampshire's small businesses cannot afford health coverage for their
employees, therefore be it resolved that we, the citizens of HarrisviUe, New Hampshire,
call on our elected officials of all levels of government, and those seeking office, to work
with consumers, businesses, and health care providers to ensure that
Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un-and underinsured, and small
business owners, has access to an affordable basic health plan similar to what federal
employees receive;
Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and federal government
makes a responsible and fair contribution to finance the health care system;
Everyone receives high quality care that is cost efficient and medically effective; and
That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to send the following resolution to the New
Hampshire General Court
Resolved, in its first two years of operation the Land and Community Heritage
Investment Program (LCHIP) has helped communities throughout New^ Hampshire
preserve their natural, cultural and historic resources and, therefore, the State of New
Hampshire should maintain funding for LCHIP Ln its next biennial budget
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 26. To hear reports of Agents, Committees, and Officers chosen and pass any
vote related thereto.
John C. Calhoun, School Board Chair. Shared that a non-binding vote was taken at the
School District Meeting to combine the school business and the town business meeting
starting next year.
PASSED by voice vote.
ARTICLE 27. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Volunteers are needed at the Recycling Center. See John Silk or Fred Crocker.
Community dinner committee meeting on Sunday March 16* 6:30pm at Historic
Harrisville building on Mill Alley. Volunteers welcome.
I
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Volunteers needed to care for the 3 Town Rags.
Meeting recessed to count ballots at 8:50pm.












The State of New Hampshire
The polls will be open from 11:00AM to 8:00 PM.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Harrisville in the county of Cheshire said State, ,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Wells Memorial School in said Harrisville on
Tuesday, the ninth day of March, two thousand four, at seven of the clock in the afternoon
to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Harrisville Zoning Ordinance, as follows:
To readopt Article XIV, Growth Management Ordinance
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board
for the Town of Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend language in Article IV, General Provisions, by adding section 4.1.14.1 as
applies to the definition of impervious roadway - "For the purposes of this provision,
impervious roadway includes any area installed or used as a driveway or parking area,
regardless of surface material."
(Vote by Official Ballot.)
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00
for the purpose of maintenance and emergency expenditures for the Landfill.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250,000.00
for the purchase of a new fire truck and to authorize the withdrawal of $180,00.00 from
the Fire Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The balance of $70,000.00 to be raised by
taxation. Furthermore, to grant the Selectmen the authority to act upon what is to be done
with the old truck. This is to be a non-lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,370.00 in
support of Monadnock Family Services.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 in
support of the services of Home Health Care and Community Services.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Towti will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,206.00 as




ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
the support ofCamp Holiday.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00
for the support of The Community Kitchen.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for the support of Southwestern Community Services, Inc.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 11. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00 for
the support ofThe Samaritans ofthe Monadnock Region.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00
for the repair ofthe Russell Reservoir Dam and to authorize the withdrawal of $3,000.00
from the Dam Capital Reserve Fund. The balance of $3,000.00 to be raised by taxation.
This is to be a non-lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,900.00
for cold mix paving of the Roxbury Road and to do grinding work on Sunset Hill. This is to
be a non-lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 14. The see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,200.00
for renovations at the Highway Garage and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum from
the Town Building Capital Reserve Fund. This is to be a non-lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00
for the installation of barriers and electricity at the Recycling Center Metal Collection
Building and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum from the Town Building Capital
Reserve Fund. This is to be a non-lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
for the improvement and maintenance of the former railroad bed between Harrisville
Depot on Lower Main Street and Brown Road which has been acquired by the Town for
use as a multi-purpose trail and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum from the Town
Recreation Land Capital Reserve Fund. This is to be a non-lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $11,000.00
for appraisal services that will maintain the Town's assessment certification.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
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ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,000.00
for Tax Maps and to authorize the withdrawal of $8,000.00 from the Tax Map Capital
Reserve Fund. The balance of $8,000.00 to be raised by taxation. This is to be a non-
lapsing fund.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $43,000.00
for Capital Reserve to be allocated as follows:
Highway Equipment - 25,000.00,
Property Appraisal - 5,000.00,
Police Cruiser - 5,000.00,
Town Bridges - 5,000.00,
Dam - 500.00,
Recycling Ctr. Equip - 2,500.00 (RSA 35:1).
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 20. Shall we modify the elderiy exemptions from property tax in the Town of
Harrisville, based on the assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows:
for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $15,000.00;
for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $20,000.00;
for a person 80 years of age or older, $25,000.00.
To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least five years,
own the real estate individually or jointly, or ifthe real estate is owned by such person's
spouse, they must be married for at least five years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a
net income of not more than $20,000.00 or, if married, combined net income of less than
$27,000.00; and own net assets not in excess of $50,000.00 excluding the value ofthe
person's residence.
(Vote by Official Ballot.)
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
to support a recreation program which gives our community's school-age youth consistent,
supervised activities before and after school, as well as, during the summer.
(Not recommended by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
on behalf of the Town, gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for any public
purpose, as permitted by RSA 3i:95-b.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$614,153.00 which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not include special
articles addressed.
(Recommended by Selectmen)




ARTICLE 25. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.











BUDGET FOR THE TOWN OF HARRISVILLE 2004
Acct# Department Appropriated Expended Proposed
2003 2003 2004
General Government
4130 Executive 5,000 5000 5,300
4140 ElecRed. VS 2,000 1145 7,000
4150 Finan. Admin 65,000 64641 75,000
4152 Revaluation 42,900 41643 1,500
4153 Legal 6,340 6342 4,453
4155 Personnel Admin. 21,000 21699 22,000
4191 P&Z 7,500 4278 5,000
4194 Buildings 48,146 53013 23,000
4195 Cemeteries 4,500 5056 4,750
4196 [nsurance 70,000 70777 75,000
4197 Reg. Assoc. 1,195 1195
4199 Other 500
Public Safety
4210 Police 54,000 47612 54,000
4220 Fire 40,850 27702 40,000
4240 Bldg. Inspection 4,000 3673 4,000
4290 Emer. Management 100
Highways & Streets
4311 Highway 145,000 161662 150,000
4316 Street Lighting 7,500 7606 7,500
4319 Tarring 80,000 72888 25,000
Sanitation
4324 Solid Waste 56,000 57588 50,000
4325 Recycling 30,000 29677 30,000
Health
4411 Health - Admin. 2,200 2675 2,200
4414 Pest Control 750 718 750
4415 Health Agencies 2,108 2108
Welfare
4441 Welfare 9,000 75 5,000
4445 Welfare Agencies 2,000 2000
Culture & Recreation
4520 Parks & Recreation 5,000 4350 3,000
4550 Library 12,000 12000 13,500
4583 Patriotic Purposes 3,000 3327 3,200
4589 Old Home Day 4,500 3072 2,500
Conservation
4619 Conservation 500 500
Capital Outlay
4901 Landfill 30,000
4902 Equipment 95,150 93956
4909 Other Improvements 1,000 1090
4915 Cap. Reserve Fund 117,500 117500
4903 Rec. Qr Renov. 22,600 26200
Total 998,839 952,268 614,153
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BUDGET FORTHETOWN OF HARRISVILLE 2004
1
Warrant Articles
Articles Landfill Main. 30,000
Article 4 Fire Equipment 250,000
Articles Monadnock Family Services 1,370
Article 6 Home Health Care | 500
Article 7 Southwest NH Region Planning Commission 1,206
Articles Camp Holiday 500
Article 9 Community ICitchen 1,500
Article 10 Southwestern Community Services 500
Article 11 The Samaritans 250
Article 12 Russell Reservoir Dam 6,000
Article 13 Roxbury Road/Sunset Hill 41900
Article 14 Highway Garage Renovations 5,200
Article 15 Recycling Center Improvements/Renovations 3500
Article 16 Railroad Bed Improvements/Maintenance 5,000
Article 17 Property Appraisal 11,000
Article 18 Tax Map 16,000
Article 19 Capital Reserve 43,000
Article 21 Youth Recreation Program 5,000
Total ofWarrant Articles 422,426
1
Total Operating Budget and Warrant Articles 1,036,579
Source of Revenue Est. Rev. 2003 Actual Revenue Est. Rev. 2004
3185 Yield Taxes 1.485 1,483 1,500
3189 Other Taxes 784
3190 Int. & Penalties 15,000 20,785 15,000
3187 Excavation Tax 100 100 100
3220 Motor Vehicles 150,000 153,391 150,000
3230 Building Permits 4,500 5,571 4,000
3290 Other Permits & Fees 7,500 9,891 7,500
3351 Shared Revenue 6,731 6,731 7,000
3352 Meals & Rooms 32,390 32,390 30,000
3353 Highway Block Grant 48,499 48,499 48,522
3357 Flood Control 2,562 2,562 2,500
3359 Federal Land 284 284 250
3401 Income from Depts. 6,000 5,986 6,000
3501 Sale ofTown Property 14,880 15,300
3502 Int. on Investments 600 646 600
3916 From Trust Funds 179,600 179,250
From Surplus 72,600 72,600
Total Revenues 542,731 556,253 272,972




Amoimt to be raised by Taxation 341,181
(Does not include Warrant Articles)
1
With Warrant Articles and Corresponding Revenues
Operating Budget and Warrant Articles 1,036,579
Estimated Revenues and Credits (477,672)
1
Possible Town Portion to be raised by Taxation 558,907
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To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Harrisville, New Hampshire
We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Harrisville, New Harnpshire. as
of and for the year ended December 31, 2003, and have issued our report thereon dated February 7, 2003.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of
America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the general purpose fmancial statements are free of material misstatement
The management of the Town of Harrisville, New Hampshire is responsible for establishing and
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and
recorded properly to permit the preparation of general purpose financial statements in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Because of inherent limitations
in any internal control structure, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also,
projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the efTectiveness of the design and operation
ofpolicies and procedures may deteriorate.
In planning and performing oiu^ audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of
Harrisville, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 2003, we obtained an understanding of the
intemal control structure. With respect to the internal control structure, we obtained an understanding of
the design of relevant policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in operation, and we
assessed control risk in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the general purpose fmancial statements and not to provide an opinion on the intemal control
structure. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.
Our consideration of the intemal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the
intemal control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the American
Institute of Certified Public Accoimtants. A material weakness is a condition in which the design or
operation of one or more of the intemal control stmcture elements does not reduce to a relatively low
level the risk that errors and irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the general
purpose financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving
the intemal control stmcture and its operation that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined
above.
This report is intended for the information of management and the Board of Selectmen. However, this
report is a matter of public record, and its distribution is not limited.
'^t'culm^ C mAlh ^(k /fc-
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Office ofSelectmen
The key issue of this past year was the reassessment of property, a process
mandated by the NH Department of Revenue in order to bring all properties, in all
towns, to 100% of market value. We will have to be certified and in compliance every
five years and , to this end, have proposed a yearly assessing program to flatten out the
cost with a guarantee to be and to stay in compliance.
The Town also completed negotiations and the purchase from Verizon of the
former railroad row between Brown Road and the Highway Garage. It will become a
recreation corridor for public use. Stay tuned for pubic meetings on determining how
this land will be used and maintained.
One of the duties the Selectmen must perform is to enforce codes, regulations,
Eind Zoning Ordinances. We do not intentionally seek to put ourselves in a position of
conflict or heavy-handed administration of our duties. As an example, the requirement
of a Building Permit for a seemingly small or trivial project, on the surface may feel like
a burdensome ordeal, but it has become a necessity from instance where in the past,
trust has been abused. We try to be fair in administering our duties and, at the same
time, admit that at times, mistakes are made.
Town government does not work without the dedication of the lOO plus paid and
volunteer people who serve on Boards and Committees and in Town Departments and
elected positions. You represent lo - 20 % of our Town population serving in one
capacity or another and we could not do it without you stepping forward and doing your





Citizens of the Year, March 11, 2003




MS-61 REPORT AS OF 01/04/2004
UNCOLLECTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE FISCAL YEAR





















































































































TOTAL DEBITS: $2,110,173.54 $859,004.80 $432.98 $5,970.97
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UNCOLLECTED AT THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR
2003 2002
PROPERTY TAXES: $611,102.25 $384.82
RESIDENT TAXES: $0.00 $0.00
USE CHANGE TAXES: $0.00 $0.00
TIMBER YIELD TAXES: $356.60 $163.68
EXCAVATION TAXES: $99.98 $0.00
ACTIVITY TAXES: $0.00 $0.00
WATER/SEWER TAXES: $0.00 $0.00























:URRENT UNASSIGNED CREDITS: $47.00 PRIOR YEAR UNASSIGNED CREDITS:
$5,970.97
$0.00



































BALANCE AT YEAR END:
ELDERLY LIENS:

































Does your municipality commit taxes on a semi-annual basis (RSA 76:15-a)? /^i
TAX COLLECTOR'S SIGNATURE: /CUUlJi.^ jl -0(<^^ C(< ctjy q.
MS-61 PAGE 3 OF 3 01/04/2004 11:34:39 AM
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3230 Building Permits $5,570.72
3290 ZBA/PB/HDC 1,120.98
3290 Rec. Decals 1,780.00
3290 Pistol Permits 40.00
3290 Test Pits 400.00
3290 Tipping 4,138.50
3351 Shared Revenue 13,54300
3352 Rooms & Meals 32,390.14





3401 Copies, Ordinance 1,52325
3501 Sale of Land 15,300.00
Rimbursements
4150 Fin. Admin 119.98



















Bank ofNH 117,500.00 45,394.10
12/31/2003 $60,313.24










The Town of Harrisville does not have any long-term obligations.
SHORTTERM NOTES





4140 Elec.,Red. VS 2,000.00
4150 Finan. Admin 65,000.00
4152 Revaluation 42,900.00
4153 Legal 6,340.00









4240 Bldg. Inspection 4,000.00
4290 Emer. Management 100.00
4311 Highway 145,000.00
4316 Street Lighting 7,500.00
4319 Tarring 80,000.00
4324 Sohd Waste 56,000.00
4325 Recycling 30,000.00
4411 Health - Admin. 2,200.00
4414 Pest Control 750.00
4415 Health Agencies 2,108.00
4441 Welfare 9,000.00
4445 Welfare Agencies 2,000.00
4520 Parks & Recreation 5,000.00
4550 library 12,000.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 3,000.00




4909 Other Improvements 1,000.00
4915 Cap. Reserve Fund 117,500.00
TOTAL $976,239.00
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Less Revenues and Credits
3185 Yield Tax $1,485.00
3187 Excavation Tax 100.00
3190 Interest & Penalties 15,000.00
3220 Motor Vehicles 150,000.00
3230 Buldins Permits 4,500.00
3290 Other Permits and Fees 7,500.00
3351 Shared Revenue 6,731.00
3352 Meals and Rooms 32,390.00
3353 Highway Block Grant 48,499.00
3357 Flood Control 2,562.00
3359 Federal Land 284.00
3401 Income from Departments 6,000.00
3501 Sale ofTown Property 14,880.00
3502 Interest on Investments 600.00
3915 From Capital Reserve 179600
From Fund Balance 72,600.00
Total Revenues $542,731.00
Net Town Appropriations $456,108.00
Net Local School Tax Effort 864,966.00
State Education Taxes 492,079.00
County Tax Assessment 273,185.00
Less- Business Profits Tax (6,812.00)
Add - War Service Credits 3,800.00
Add - Overlay 20,000.00










Electric Plants & Equipment $1,097,500.00
Total Valuations $139,300,712.00
Less - Elderly Exemptions $115,000.00
Net Valuation $139,185,712.00
Property Tax Commitment $2,103,326.00
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Comparative Statement of Expenditures 2003
Acct# Department Appropriated Total Expended (Over)/Under
2003
4130 Executive 5,000.00 5,000.00 0.00
4140 Elec.,Red. VS 2,000.00 1,144.94 855.06
4150 Finan. Admin 65,000.00 64,641.17 358.83
4152 Revaluation 42,900.00 41,642.85 1,257.15
4153 Legal 6,340.00 6,341-50 (1.50)
4155 Personnel Admin. 21,000.00 21,699.40 (699.40)
4191 P&Z 7,500.00 4,277.93 3,222.07
4194 Buildings 48,146.00 53,013.15 (4,867.15)
4195 Cemeteries 4,500.00 5,056.28 (556.28)
4196 Insurance 70,000.00 70,777.26 (777.26)
4197 Reg. Assoc. 1,19500 1,195.00 0.00
4199 Other 500.00 0.00 500.00
4210 Police 54,000.00 47,612.41 6,387.59
4220 Fire 40,850.00 27,701.78 13,148.22
4240 Bldg. Inspection 4,000.00 3,672.50 327.50
4290 Emer. Management 100.00 0.00 100.00
4311 Highway 145,000.00 161,662.24 (16,662.24)
4316 Street Lighting 7,500.00 7,605.51 (105.51)
4319 Tarring 80,000.00 72,888.13 7,111.87
4324 Solid Waste 56,000.00 57,587.59 (1,587.59)
4325 Recycling 30,000.00 29,677.46 322.54
4411 Health - Admin. 2,200.00 2,675.16 (475.16)
4414 Pest Control 750.00 718.00 32.00
4415 Health Agencies 2,108.00 2,107.50 0.50
4441 Welfare 9,000.00 75.00 8,925.00
4445 Welfare Agencies 2,000.00 2,000.00 0.00
4520 Parks & Recreation 5,000.00 4,349.52 650.48
4550 Library 12,000.00 12,000.00 0.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 3,000.00 3,327.26 (327.26)
4589 Old Home Day 4,500.00 3,071.84 1,428.16
4619 Conservation 500.00 0.00 500.00
4901 Landfill 30,000.00 0.00 30,000.00
4902 Equipment 95,150.00 93,956.19 1,193.81
4909 Other Improvements 1,000.00 1,090.00 (90.00)
4915 Cap. Reserve Fund 117,500.00 117,500.00 0.00
4903 Rec. Ctr Renov. 22,600.00 26,200.00 (3,600.00)
0.00 0.00
Total 998,839.00 952,267.57 46,571.43
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES 2003
Detail No. 1 - Executive
Selectmen 5,000
















Equipment and repairs 319
Software 2,340
RSA Updates & Prof. Publications 529
Miscellaneous 150
Mileage 105
Town Clerk - Comp &AC 1,266
Town ClejTown Clerk - Payroll 17,166
Tax Collector -Payroll 5,450
Selectmen's Office - Payroll 21,105
Total 64,641




Detail No. 5 - Legal Expense
Kendall Lane - Legal services 6,342
Detail No. 6 - Personnel Administration
Town share of FICA 19,237
Town share of Retirement 2,462
Total 21,699
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Detail No. 7 - Planning and Zoning









Detail No. 8. - Town Buildings
Telephone service 5,280
Power & lights 4,695
Landscaping 325






Fire Station siding 13,850
Seal Parking lot 1,200
Alarm system 5,146
Repairs and Maintenance 1,379
Payroll 2,516
Total 53,013
Detail No. 9 - Cemeteries







Reimbursement TTF & Markers (820)
Total 4,236
Detail No. 10 - General Insurance
NHMA-PLIT 14,101
Workman's & Unemployment Comp 6,265
NHMA Health Trust 50,137
Drug & Alcohol Testing 224




Detail No. ii - Regional Associations
Southwest Regional Planning 1>195
Detail No. 12 - Police Department
Uniforms & Equipment 2,021
Firearms & Ammunition 987
Film & Processing 6
Communications 358
Office Supplies & Postage 119
Computer & Software 170
Pager repairs 341





Detail No. 13 - Fire Department
Uniforms Equipment 2,180
Training 820
Vehicle Repairs and Maintenance 1,464
Firemen's Association 210
Grounds & Station Upkeep 74
FMA dues 150
Office Supplies & Postage 114













Detail No. 15 - Highway
Salt 12,078
Magnesium chloride 3,190
Vehicle Repairs and Parts 5,942
32
Supplies & tools 1,810
Signs & posts 258
Professional Services & Dues 20




Gasoline & Diesel 6,337
Tires 2,402








Detail No. 16 - Street Lighting
PSNH 7,606
















Detail No. 19 - Recycling
Supplies 1,069
Portable sanitation 1,131









Detail No. 20 - Animcil Control
Supplies & Forms 60
State Fees 658
Total 718
Detail No. 21 - Health Department
Water Tests - Spring 508
Health Officer Expenses 142
Home Health Care 500




Detail No. 22 - General Assistance
Community Kitchen 1,500
Southwestern Community Services 500
PajToU 75
Total 2,075
Detail No. 23 - Library
Sharon Driscoll, Treasurer 3,086
Payroll 8,914
Total 12,000
Detail No. 24 - Recreation & Sports
Sunset Beach Improvements 1,620






Detail No. 25 - Patriotic Purposes
Fireworks 2,764
Memorial Day Services 563
Total 3,327
34










Detail No. 27 - Capital Outlay
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SCHEDULE OFTOWN PROPERTY 2003








































































In 2003, the Town Clerk's office registered 1460 vehicles and 76 boats, licensed 261
dogs and sponsored a Rabies Clinic, inoculating 8 dogs and 5 cats. We recorded 3
marriages, 1 birth, 3 deaths, and sold 62 dump stickers. Additionally, we processed
Dredge and Fill permits, Pole licenses, UCC Liens, and researched Vital Statistics
Records. These transactions, along with a few miscellaneous items, brought in a total of
$159,618.67 of revenue to the town
HAVA, short for Help America Vote Act of 2002, brought many changes in the material
that government uses to register voters and run elections, along with new requirements to
ensure every person has an equal opportunity to vote. We took advantage of the
workshops sponsored by the Secretary of State's office and Town Clerk's Association.
We are doing our best to abide by the changes.
In March, we added Thursday morning hours (9-1 1 :30 A.M.) to our schedule. As a result,
folks are finding the lines shorter on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings. A complete
listing of hours can be found in the Harrisville Town Services information section ofthe
next issue ofCommon Threads .
There will be a Rabies Clinic on Saturday, March 13, 2004, from 9 A.M. to 12 Noon at
the Town Office. Dr. Donna Harwood, veterinarian, will be available to inoculate dogs
and cats. If you have not licensed your dog, I will be glad to do so at that time. Please
remember all dogs must be licensed annually by April 30.
Again this year, I want to thank the residents of Harrisville for their patience and courtesy





2003 Harrisville Police Report
The year 2003 was another busy year for the police department with a total of 790
calls - up from 2002 by 82 calls.
These calls break down as follows:
• 416 miscellaneous calls (a call that requires a log entry only) - Example; power-
line down, assist fire department with traffic, loose dog, assist another
department- no arrest.
• 326 calls for service (a call that needs a state incident report)- Example;
assault, criminal mischief, domestic violence, or a call were there is an arrest
or could result in one.
• 10 motor-vehicle accidents- includes all accidents, with or without personal
injury.
• 32 burglar alarms- cause found or no cause found.
• 6 case reports- these are Class "A" misdemeanors or Class "B" or Class "A"
felony cases.
I found 2003 to be a challenge with our department being shorthanded of our part-
time officers, as they had to put more hours into their full-time departments in other
towns. The hours were covered either by State Police or me.
We were able to return money to the budget and not increase our 2004 budget for
two reasons: decreased hours by our part-time officers and being able to swap
training in firearms with other police departments, in exchange for their training us
in other required fields. Which enabled me to attend several training courses in
2003 and instructed courses for other area police departments.
The town of Harrisville is on the list of towns that are working with UNH on the
Project 54 Cruiser. It is a state-of-the-art, hands-free computer that is voice
activated. I attended training in January 2004 to learn the system. The total cost
for this amazing computer system is $10,000, but thanks to Sen. Judd Greg for
applying for, and receiving, a grant for the sole purpose of supplying these computers
statewide - there will be no charge to the town of Harrisville.
I would like to thank Sgt. Eric Hood, Officer Ryan Quimby, and Officer Chris
Simonds for the help that they could, and did give to the town of Harrisville in 2003.
Also the other departments and Selectmen for there continued support. I look
forward to serving the town in 2004 and my continued work with the other town
departments.
Chief Russell J. Driscoll
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Fire Department Report - 2003
In 2003 Harrisville Fire Department responded to less calls than in 2002. There
where 83 calls with 2 structure fires and no injuries.
We continue to update and maintain equipment as needed and are in pretty good shape.
We are as you can see in this year's warrant looking to buy a new Pumper truck to
replace the 1976 GMC hose Truck/Pumper. This truck will become the front line piece
and the 1988 GMC Pumper will become a 2"^ response truck.
We have had some new members come on in 2003 and are grateful for all the new
training that has taken place. At least 2 new EMT'S and 1 rejoined after several years out
of town.
Don't be afraid to call. We still can use more help. Some of us are getting older with
many years of active duty we may see some Firefighters moving on which will make the
roster smaller. Good time to come and find out what it takes and keep our roster at a
working level or we may come up short some time soon.
Thanks to mutual aid from nearby towns we will be ok for sometime but could come up
short as other towns are in the same boat.
Automatic alarm calls in the last 2 years have increased and do cost money everytime we
respond. These alarms are very important to early fire detection and are needed to protect
your home or business. But they need to be maintained and people using them need
training on how to use them and reset if they go off.
Please remember that if your alarm goes offwe must respond to be sure of cause. Any
questions about alarms you can call your alarm co. or call me and I will try to assist.
Thanks to all Departments for their assistance through out 2003.
Remember to test your smoke detectors and replace batteries annually.
SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES
DIAL 91 1 FOR ALL EMERGENCIES
THANK YOU
RAND E. DUFFY CHIEF
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2003 Responses




Electrical Problem / Fire 9
Trash-Rubbish 1
Oil Burner Problem / Fire 2
Brush-Grass-Leaves
Non Permit Fire 1
Mutual Aid Cover Assignment 1
Mutual Aid Fire 1
(B) Non-Fire Calls 32
Motor Vehicle Accident 12
Haz-Mat
Carbon Monoxide Alarm Calls 1
Public Assist Calls
Snow or Flooding Calls
Smoke or Odor Investigation 3






Police Assist Calls 2
False-Unclassified
(C) Emergency Medical Calls 28
TOTAL CALLS FOR THE YEAR 83
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Planning Board Report for 2003
The past year was a relatively quiet one for the Planning Board. There were a
small number of technical subdivisions that involved boundary line adjustments
and even fewer minor subdivisions (3 lots or less).
The Town Meeting Warrant contains two Planning Board recommended items
for the Zoning Ordinances. The first is the renewal of the Growth Management
Ordinance that must be voted on each year. The second is a minor addition to
the General Provisions section of the ordinances to clarify intent. This was
prompted by a request by Zoning Board of Adjustment.
As this year draws to a close we bid farewell to Jeannie Eastman who has
actively served the board for the past three years. We shall miss her sharp eye
and abiding curiosity about the details of our work. We thank her for her
generous service to the town as member of the Planning Board.
We are also much indebted to our Recording Secretary, Janet Hammond, for her
excellent minute taking, as well as for her considerable administrative skills,
which are greatly appreciated by the board, particularly the Chair.
Finally, this will be my last report as member of the Planning Board. It has been
an extraordinary opportunity fof^me to serve the Town of Harrisville as a member
of the Planning Board, and more recently as its chair. I have learned much from
the residents of this community, and I am particularly indebted to my colleagues
on the board for their patience and tolerance as I learned the nuances of
planning board service. Thank you to everyone for this opportunity to be of





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
As in previous years, the Board met on the third Wednesday of each month.
No special meetings were held in addition to the regular scheduled
meetings, and there were two months that the Board received no requests
and therefore did not meet.
The majority of applications that the Board heard, dealt with alterations,
expansions and additions to non-conforming buildings and/or of non-
conforming lots. Needless to say, these properties were primarily in the
lake district because most of those lots are very small or have minimum
lake front footage.
Two years ago, we substituted the allowance of 25% expansion of the
footprint with 20% of impervious coverage of the lot area for non-
conforming lots. This change was good and bad. While hearing a number
of applications, we discovered that impervious was defined somewhat
differently by the Board members and the various lawyers. This is because
the state does not define impervious in the RSA's. We need to have a
definition in our own ordinances. We have been using the dictionary's
definition, but we need a more precise and clearer definition to be part of
our ordinances that would possibly eliminate costly future appeals.
Again, I appeal to the members of our community to volunteer for
membership to ZBA as well as to other Boards. Presently, the ZBA can
certainly use 2-3 additional members. Interested individuals that are
willing to invest a couple of hours per month to a very useful and worthy
cause, please let the Selectmen know soon after our Town meeting.
My sincere appreciation and thanks to our Secretary, Rosemary Cifrino and
the Board Members: Hal Grant, Charles Michal, Lindsay Johnson, Toni
Silk, Jay Jacobs, and Alton Chamberlain. Their time, effort, participation
and support have been beyond expectations.
Respectfully submitted,
Panos A. Pitsas, Chairperson
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Cemetery Trustees
It hcis been a quiet year. The wet Spring and Summer brought plenty of
growing grass. Fortunately, Jim and Nyetta were able to keep ahead of it. We
thank them for their efforts.
We continue to have small amounts of monument and tree work done as
budgets permit. Hopefully, this year we can formalize revisions to our regulations
and fees. The trend from full burials to cremations is becoming increasingly clear.
With this in mind, we might like to set aside certain areas for cremations only,






The Winter months were extreme - snow, snow, and more snow. A large
snowstorm arrived on Martin Luther King Day. Some of the costs associated with
the storm were reimbursed by FEMA. On February 12*, we had 24 inches of snow
and another 16 inches fell on Febru£iry 16*. Like many of our neighboring towns,
we ran out of winter sand. With the sand in our town pit depleting, we will need
to purchase sand in the near future.
Spring brought muddy roads, but as jay Jacobs says, "What do you expect,
it's New England."
At the Town Meeting, an Article was passed to purchase a new John Deere
loader.
Summer was rather normal, with just a little more rain than usual. A lot of
grading was done. We finished the Bonds Corner Road rebuilding project. In the
Fall, we prepared a site for a concrete pad at the Recycling Center. We also
constructed a retaining wall.
Respectfully submitted,
Wesley Tarr, Road Foreman
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American Red Cross Swimming
The Town of Harrisville and the NH West Chapter ofthe American
Red Cross jointly sponsored a Learn-to-Swim Program from July 2
through August i. This year, instruction was provided at both Sunset
Beach and Russell Reservoir. Thirty-nine students were enrolled and
included students from the Harrisville Children's Center, as well as,
children from the Summer Environment Camp held at wells Memorial
School. A very special thank you to Galen Anderson, Morgan Parker, and
Felicia Wilder for their invaluable help as assistant aids.
Eight Harrisville youth participated in Guard Start, a Red Cross
program designed to keep children ages ii to 14 interested in safe aquatic
instruction. At age 15 a young person is eligible to take Life Guarding that
could lead to Summer employment at a beach or pool. Guard Start is
sponsored by the Red Cross and the Selectmen and will be offered each
Summer for current and new participants.
Activities for Guard Start divided into 5 sections: Prevention,
Fitness, Response to Emergencies, Leadership, and Professionalism. With
both class and water experience, the young people worked on beach safety,
drowning prevention, reaching assists, personal swimming skills, checking
heart rates, the President's Challenge for fitness, making posters, survival
techniques in water, use of life jackets, emptying a swamped canoe,
leadership and problem solving and Rescue Breathing and CPR for
Infant/Child/Adult. The CPR portion was coordinated by Robert Meagher,






The Library received a new look this year. A more spacious, open appearance is the result
of rearranging the younger children's book area. With the assistance of a NH State Library
consultant, the adult non-fiction collection was thinned. Library staffworked on the adult fiction
section. No more crowding on the shelves. The beautiful Tolman sign was missing at year's end. It
was sent out for sprucing up.
The Friends were busy again this year with programs for patrons. Old Home Day, and the
very successful Book Sale. Friends also provided support for our regular Library programs, such
as the craft programs and Summer Reading Program. Their financial support is greatly
appreciated. Thank you. Friends!
Mystery writer, Marcia Talley, visited us and wowed an audience of mystery novel buffs.
Pastor Alison Jacobs arranged this visit and we are deeply indebted to her. I believe it was our first
presentation by an author.
Art works by Jane Kronheim graced the Library once again. Works displayed this year are
representations of the Library and VDlage area. The Library Policy drawn up by the Trustees is in
place. The Procedure Manual for staffand volunteers is constantly being updated. We look
forward to assessing the Library collection and acquiring volumes to fill in and update the areas
that need attention. A full statistical report is available in the NH State Library Report. And be
sure to take a peek at the on-going Book Sale in the entryway.
I thank all the wonderful people who help out at the Library. Having a roster of
volunteers, extra people on hand, bulletin board designers, gardeners, and seasonal maintenance
helpers keeps the Library running smoothly.
Constance S. Boyd , Director











Interest & Dividends 1,308.26
Total 16.015.Q6





Supplies & Equipment 504.88
NHLTA 90.00
Postage 8.80





Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division
of Forests and Lands cooperate to reduce the risk of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To
help us assist you, contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to find out if a
permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for all
outside burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and surrounding area) is
completely covered with snow. Violations of the fire permit law and the other burning laws
of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a
year in jail, in addition to the cost of suppressing the fire.
A new law effective January 1, 2003 prohibits residential trash burning. Contact the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services at (800) 498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us
for more information
Help us to protect you and our forest resources. Most New Hampshire wildfires are human
caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining adequate green space
around the house and making sure that the house number is correct and visible. Contact your
fire department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands at www.nhdfl.org or
271-2217 for wildland fire safety informafion.
2003 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 03, 2003)
TOTALS BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED










Sullivan 3 2.03 (














*Misc: powerlines, fu-eworks, electric fences, etc.)
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
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Marl/Harris
The 2003 year brought 190 calls for Marl/Harris, which included 37
motor vehicle accidents and 80 medical emergencies.
Marl/Harris is made up of 1 First Responder, 15 EMT's and 3 EMT I's,
as well as, 5 non medical members. Each member of Marl/Harris is dedicated to
serve and assist
anyone needing ambulance service from Marlborough or Harrisville.
The year 2003 had 57 calls that required a paramedic. We continue to
contract wdth Diluzio Ambulance Service, however, this year we incurred a cost
for this service. Diluzio currently charges Marl/Harris $150 per call for a
completed paramedic service (one which utilizes and brings the paramedic
through the entire call to the point of delivery to the hospital.) Diluzio
Ambulance Service is a business. They have generously given us years of free
paramedic service, however, they are no longer able to do this.
Donations and memorials that we currently receive help us to cover the
cost of basic operations. Marl/Harris is currently absorbing the cost of Diluzio's
service, yet we can't continue to fund this Paramedic service and remain a free
service. We wdll have members at town meetings, voting and other events to be
available for input and questions regarding this issue. We look forward to coming
to some type of solution that will best serve the towns of Marlborough and
Harrisville.
Our squad continues to be a volunteer service, with members from both
Marlborough and Harrisville. We continue to be a service at no charge to our
patients.
We consider it our privilege to serve our towns. We hope anyone interested
in joining would call or drop by. Our number is 876-3382. We encourage new
members.
Respectfully Submitted,
Alison C. Woods Baker
President Marl/Harris
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HCS - HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF HARRISVILLE
JANUARY 1, 2003 TO DECEMBER 31, 2003
ANNUAL REPORT
In 2003, Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services (HCS) continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Harrisville.
The following information represents HCS's activities in your community in
2003.
SERVICE REPORT
SERVICES OFFERED SERVICES PROVIDED
Nursing 152 Visits
Physical Therapy 44 Visits
Occupational Therapy 24 Visits
Medical Social Worker 3 Visits
Adult In Home Care 4 Hours
Home Health Aide 110 Visits
Meals-On-Wheels 176 Meals
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 34
Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, prenatal care, hospice care and well




The actual cost of all services provided in 2003 with all fvinding sources is
$33,293.00.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by
Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. Services that
were not covered by other funding have been supported by your town. Town
support totaled $500.00 for home care in 2003.
For 2004, we request an appropriation of $500.00 to continue home care
services for Harrisville residents . Due to the minimal number of Meals-On-
Wheels requested in Harrisville in 2003, no appropriation is requested for
that program. The Meals-On-Wheels program will continue to be available in
2004 to residents who request service and meet eligibility criteria.
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Historic Harrisville continued to focus its efforts on the rehabilitation of
the Cheshire Mills complex throughout the year 2003. Shoring, rigging, and
structural work were the main focus of the work. The Carbonizer building that
had covered the bridge along the south elevation of the mill, since 1946, was
demolished to stop further damage to Mill #1 and allow for the reopening of the
roadway. Obsolete large tanks, pipes, steel channels, and electrical equipment
were removed from Mill #1. The walls below the basement level that enclose the
river and the turbine pit were repaired to provide a stable base for structural
repairs that will include a steel-reinforced concrete beam that will span the river
and support the mill's timber frame. Sash conservation work moved forward. The
south elevation's first-story windows and frames were completed and reinstalled.
The renovation of the second floor of Mill #6 was completed and the spaces
leased to a variety of businesses and artists.
In November, Hilary Sinauer, the proprietor of the Harrisville General
Store for the past three years, sold it to a new owner, Gloria Gullotti, who plans to
continue providing both general store items and the cafe.
Historic Harrisville, Inc. is a public, non-profit foundation that welcomes
anyone to join us in our work. Ifyou are not on our mailing list and wish to be,
please drop us a note at Box 79, or call 827-3722. Everyone is invited to attend
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HARRISVILLE VALUES HARRISVILLE VALUES
0«'\ER ACRES LAND TOT.AL OW-NER ACRES LAND TOTAl
CARROLL, ROBERT M 2.60 138,300 301,200 37.00 450 cu 45C
CARTER, MICHAEL 3.36 84,200 427,700 0.66 134,400 384,50(
CASE. AMY T 1.95 161,500 303,200 1.00 1,000 1,00(
CASS, LESLEY E 2.00 25,000 172,100 0.48 141,100 242,70C
CASTOR, STANLEY DSR 13.93 39,134 cu 70,434 COLONY, MARJORIE P 6.26 10,200 10,20C
CHABOTT, THOMAS H 0.34 40,300 205,900 4.04 3,600 3,60C
0.27 110,900 114,300 1.00 247,500 476, IOC
CHAFEE, VIRGINIA 120.00 5,505 cu 5,505 COLSON, RUSSELL 10.30 31,100 31,10(
CHAMBERLAIN, ALTON 2.20 27,800 144,200 COMMUNTTY CHURCH 23.00 587 cu 587
CHAMBERLAIN, BEVERLY 1.00 70,400 202,600 0.45 171,000 381, IOC
CHAMBERLAIN, FLORA 1.00 24,200 99,200 0.10 60,000 188,200
CHAPMAN, SUSAN LUNT 10.02 141,000 500,000 1.00 70,400 213,40C
3.96 27,500 27,500 0.50 51,200 51,20C
CHAPPELL, ROGER 0.11 55,700 150,300 COOK, SANDRA J 0.81 23,600 128,40(,
CHESHAM COURT INC. 3.08 25,400 39,400 CORLISS, MARK 0.00 6,500
CHRbIlEN,KARINE 0.50 144,000 216,900 CORMIER, DAVID 1.00 35,200 114,40C
CffTONO, JOHN J 2.10 30,100 198,700 CORWIN, SWIFT C 13.00 826 cu 82C
CLARK, BESSIE 3.70 29,600 61,700 CROCKER. FRED 3.00 34,300 160,40C
CLARK, EDYTHE S 22.13 134,891 cu 244,191 CROTEAU, ALFRED 1.29 125,800 257,50(
0.30 105,600 148,000 CROTEAU, CHARLES F 14.00 39,900 270,40C
CLARK, GEORGE 10.00 32,500 57,400 CROTEAU, HOWARD E. 0.69 73,100 137,50C
CLARK, HOWARD 72.96 74,012 cu 74,012 0.16 39,000 39,000
5.16 75,114 cu 179,814 CROTEAU, JOHN 0.45 136,800 218,800
0.23 48,400 48,400 CROTXAU, JOHN SR & 0.36 123,800 265,700
1.32 68,900 68,900 CROWE, JR., RICHARD R 4.60 30,800 163, IOC
0.10 41,300 41,300 CURRIER, CHARLES M, JR. 2.10 27,600 153,50C
33.40 406 cu 406 CUTLER, JAMES T 3,00 31,300 31,30C
CLARK, HOWARD JR. 5.60 71,800 71,800 DANAHY, PAUL A 9,72 109,700 133,100
CLARK, JEAN 0.60 86,000 157,800 DANE, TTMOTHY 1.70 28,900 155,80C
CLARK, LISA A 0.38 42,100 88,900 D'ANGELO, FRANK JR. 3.71 37,100 37,100
0.01 10,700 10,700 DAVIDSON, SALLY 92.30 2,527 cu 2,527
CLARK, PAMELA J 2.39 56,800 160,100 5.40 194 cu 194
CLARKE, JAMES C. .TR. 0.13 57,200 122,700 DAVIS, ESTATE OF FRED 12.00 27,729 cu 188,829
CLAY, WENDY 2.40 34,900 141,400 2.70 17,400 17,40C'
CLAYTON, ARNOLD B. 0.12 30,800 99,500 DAVIS, ESTATE OF FRED 2.20 25,100 115,80C'
0.03 15,000 15,000 DAVIS, NORMAN 3.00 3,300 3,300
CLINTON, ROBERT L 0.80 21,600 107,300 DAVIS, SIDNEY 21.04 47,400 202,200
CLOSE, ELMER 5.20 41,100 238,500 0.96 16,600 16,600
CLOSE, RONALD 10.80 123,200 204,800 DAWES, HENRY F 9.90 172,400 780,60C
CLUKAY, ISABEL 2.60 20,800 20.800 DELLENBAUGH, CARO 1.60 52,400 222,20(.
CLUKAY. KENNETH B 30.00 51.900 86,000 DELORI, FRANCOIS C 74.00 2,447 cu 2,447
3.45 21.800 21,800 DEMAJNE, DAVID 2.74 100,900 154,500
CLYMER, JANET 22.68 1,974 cu 1,974 DEROSL^ WAYNE 25.50 79,283 cu 227,883
106.00 68,500 cu 305,700 DESROCHERS ET AL, 0.01 11,000 11,000
4.90 426 cu 426 DESROCHERS, PETER L 0.17 32,800 121,40C
COBB. RUSSELL F 2.00 50,000 169.200 DEVEAU, ALFRED 5.20 .34,000 111,30C
CODY, PAUL 0.19 67.800 79,700 DEWnr, THOMAS E J 2,00 206,300 524,300
COFFILL, STEVEN P 0,68 163,400 350,100 DEXTER, JUDSON K 0,83 179,600 285,30C
0.65 18,700 18,700 DION, COLOMBE 3.24 29,100 122,700
COLLINSWORTH, ROBERT 100.00 1,907 cu 1,907 DION, SHARON 1.24 25,000 103,900
2.69 68.400 68,400 DOWNING, LESLIE 87.00 3,770 cu 3,770
0.11 83,600 83.600 44.00 1,470 cu 1,470
COLONY m, JOHN J 0.40 86,400 159,700 43.00 877 cu 877
0.37 156,600 375,600 20.50 51,700 258,400
COLONY, GEORGE F 0.46 138,200 701,800 0.36 123,800 181,400
0.37 9,400 9,400 DOYLE, ARTHUR 2.50 151,900 335,500
COLONY, JOHN JR. 41.50 1,496 cu 1,496 0.75 31,400 37,100
0.20 68,000 112,900 DOYLE, MARY 35.00 53,600 53,600
0.25 7,200 7,200 70.70 73,600 . 73,600
0.35 8,200 8,200 DRAKE, JOHN D 16.50 57,968 cu 176,768
0.10 6,000 6,000 3,60 612 cu 612
122.00 103,014 cu 112.314 6.75 1,148 cu 1,148
20.60 251 cu 251 40.00 6,800 cu 6,800
53b
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ACRES LAND TOTAL OWNER ACRES LAND TOTAL
0.53 147,200 306,700 0.15 10,700 10,700
24.01 2,089 cu 2,089 BEMIS, CASPER 17.00 2,329 cu 2,329
1.80 157 cu 157 BEMB, JEFFREY S 22.10 110,562 cu 255,862
70.00 8,947 cu 8,947 5.90 2,508 cu 2,508
11.00 132 cu 132 BEMIS, JOAN S 0.32 118,100 198,400
. 4.64 103,300 246,800 0.81 20,700 20,700
10.76 936 cu 936 BEMIS, SHARON K 12.50 2,890 cu 2,890
2.03 177 cu 177 BEN-KEREM,NEIL 0.70 55,200 184,800
9.33 812 cu 812 BENTO, JAMES 8.40 37,100 37,100
205.00 123,889 cu 332,789 BENTON, FRANCES 0.22 34,800 101,300
0.46 138,200 177,100 BERGERON, KENNETHW 6.20 101,800 239,600
0.47 139,700 198,600 BERTHL\UME, ALBERT 0.41 131,000 207,000
0.57 67,400 91,300 BING, DAVID 0.53 147,200 236,900
0.80 23,500 133,800 BLAIR, CLARENCE & 0.57 50,500 90,700
25.00 497 cu 497 0.05 41,300 41,300
1.70 26,500 159,300 BLAIR, DAVID 51.00 23,911 cu 209,511
65.74 265,100 265,100 BLAIR, ROBERT 1.20 90,400 279,400
5.04 23,000 23,000 BLAIR, TERRY L 2.20 27,800 128,200
0.84 48,200 119,700 BLANCHARD, LAUREEN 2.40 28.000 100,000
1.50 23,500 110,600 BOLLE.JOCELYNF. 0.59 153,700 219,500
0.15 58,700 134,100 BOLLERUD REV TRUST, 68.93 78,634 cu 293,834
5.40 51,800 225,700 BORELLI, PRIMO JR 0.28 75,500 135,100
5.72 79,700 104,900 BORGATTI, DAVID A 0.11 55,700 126,100
0.28 103,000 103,000 BORN, HENRY JR. 6.00 30,000 125,700
7.22 81,500 81,500 BOSTON & MAINE 0.75 800 800
7.20 36,500 150,000 BOULEY, JAYNE ELLEN 5.70 29,600 106,700
5.00 28,800 40,100 BOWMAN, BONNIE 3.00 102,600 102,600
2.20 27,800 158,300 1.03 99,400 232,400
0.55 49,800 146,200 BOYD, MAX 20.00 23,018 cu 99,018
3.10 76,400 76,400 33.20 957 cu 957
9.10 32,300 178,300 BRADFORD, RAY A 2.07 100,100 342,200
5.80 163,400 299,400 BREIDT, JOSEPH W 0.98 23,900 142,000
2.00 30,000 161,700 2.00 27,500 27,500
0.37 125,300 211,100 BRIDGE, ANNE C 3.10 28,900 149,500
1.50 28,200 171,700 BROCK, PAUL M 0.28 37,500 117,900
3.26 70,400 252,000 0.02 14,900 19,900
0.12 92,400 236,900 0.09 25,500 25,500
6.60 33,300 148,500 0.00 800 800
5.20 34,000 112.800 BRODERICK, BRL\N 47.20 98,811 cu 98,811
7.80 117 cu 117 BROOKS, EDWIN 0.46 92,900 215,400
3.30 50 cu 50 BROUILLETTE, ELLEN C 3.00 28,800 151,400
87.50 1,718 cu 1,718 BROUILLETTE, ROBERT F 33.20 7,099 cu 7,099
70.00 31,212 cu 184,212 BROWN, KENNETH W 0.49 47,500 121,100
148.00 4,212 cu 4,212 BROWN, KENNETH W. 0.05 41,300 41,300
5.49 116,900 116,900 0.21 51,600 57,200
0.32 144,300 234,100 BROWN, RANDY I 0.41 72,800 179,900
1.53 70,800 86,500 BRYAN DRIVE LLC 1.30 32,600 53,100
0.31 38,700 113,000 079 27,800 47,500
0.02 19,800 19,800 BUCKINGHAM, BROWN & 0.85 181,800 181,800
0.30 38,200 134,400 88.90 320,575 cu 452,275
0.02 19,800 19,800 BUFFUM, WARREN & 0.71 92,600 215,900
0.24 71,200 198,600 BURY, KENNETH J. & 2.30 20,400 20,400
1.00 36,300 217,700 BU 1 lERFIELD, JOSEPH E 10.00 37,500 149,400
5.20 32,800 155,500 BYAM, DOUGLAS 8.00 32,500 169,700
0.62 87,200 171,300 CADY, JEFFREY W 1.58 26,100 62,300
1.23 68,000 181,100 CADY, ROSAMOND 2.50 25,600 152,800
0.30 153,600 291,100 CALHOUN, JA>JET S. 0.92 63,100 154,800
0.46 46,100 108,700 CALHOUN. JOHN C. IV 0.42 81,000 183,900
0.01 11,000 11,000 CALL, ROBERT J, & JANICE 0.14 52,700 133,800
5.37 28,200 28,200 CARPENTER, CHARLES 0.26 100,300 180,000
0.27 110,900 115,100 0.50 12,400 12,400
14.00 76,268 cu 218,668 CARPENTER, GORDON E 5.00 27,800 111,200
5.55 79,400 175,000 CARROLL, ROBERT 0.77 77,000 127,300
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OWNER ACRES LAND TOTAL OWNER ACRES LAND TOTAL
DRAKE, JOHN D 7.80 897 cu 897 60.00 1,728 cu 1,728
10.00 1,150 cu 1,150 50.00 1,581 cu 1,581
9.90 1,139 cu 1,139 28.00 920 cu 920
DRISCOLL, RUSSELL J JR 3.70 39,600 164,400 276.00 44,589 cu 165,989
DRURY, ELEANORW 0.23 64,500 193,000 GEDDES, PAUL ^ 19.70 3,349 cu 3,349
8.40 113,057 cu 185,157 4.80 93,500 93,500
8.10 705 cu 705 12.40 80,970 cu 144,570
0.60 43,000 43,000 1.30 221 cu 221
5.30 229,100 229,100 54.70 475,823 cu 583,823
DUFFY, RAND E 21.00 32,603 cu 175,903 187.50 282,350 cu 521,050
0.50 15,400 15,400 0.25 108,000 108,000
DURANT TRUST, VIRGINL^ 0.22 70,200 109,600 GENDRON, ERNEST 0.57 151,600 222,700
DWORKM, GERALD 2.75 30,900 187,800 GETTY, GORDON 1.10 26,800 138,600
DYER, MERTON 0.43 122,800 146,000 GIBBS, VIOLA ESTATE OF 24.10 29,195 cu '109,095
0.26 100,300 116,400 GILLIS, FEORGE F 4.38 115,500 302,600
EASTMAN, ROGER H 5.28 29,100 191,400 1.09 90,200 90^00
EATON, DAVID A 0.70 55,200 82,000 GIRARD, THOMAS 8.30 37,900 174,100
0.05 27,500 27,500 GLAZIER, WILLL«iM H 20.00 96,200 182,400
ELDER, ANDREW 0.23 35,200 72,600 GLME, DOUGLAS S 5.30 116,600 156.600
0.02 16,500 16,500 GOEHRIG, DAVID 21.00 28,184 cu 130,284
56.80 76,000 199,600 GOGOLEN, BRUCE F 0.63 158,000 254,300
ELLIOT,WILLL'SJVID 7.40 223,200 553,000 0.71 19,400 19,400
ELLIOTT, MICHAEL 2.40 28,000 144,100 GOLD, CAROL 1.80 24,400 54,900
ELLIS, BRUCE K 0.44 135,400 171,900 GOODMAN, MARGARET 0.75 25,100 177,300
ENGLERT, H PETER 1.20 33,900 158,400 GORDON, NORA 0.24 106,800 123,700
ERVIN, DALE 22.17 48,400 141,000 0.79 20,500 20,500
129.35 34,911 cu 194,011 GRANT, HAROLD E 1.32 126,300 255,900
27.85 27,249 cu 27,249 GRANT, RICHARD 0.16 59,400 138,100
5.00 44,200 44,200 GRAY, CHRISTOPHER D 2.30 100,400 180,900
EVANS, JOHN H 2.75 25,900 238,900 GREENE, THAYER A 9.00 163,141 cu 532,741
EWING, BRLW 0.16 64,800 163,900 6.00 98,394 cu 135,794
FANNING, JOHN F 2.50 75,600 186,200 GREINER, NOEL 31.20 20,487 cu 32,787
FARINA, CONSTANCE W 7.00 36,300 170,100 ^ 5.10 184 cu 184'
FARNSWORTH, LUCINDA E 1.01 21,100 22,500 5.30 191 cu 191
FELLER, ROBERT S 0.59 51,200 119,700 0.30 11 cu 11
0.01 11,000 11,000 75.30 2,711 cu 2,711
FELLER, WE^LL^M J 0.07 77,000 117,700 2.90 207,400 363,600
0.48 11,800 11,800 GRIFFIN, BEVERLY 5.15 33,900 273,800
FERREIRA, JOSEPHINE 10.00 25,120 cu 123,520 GRffFIN, HARVEY 0.80 21,600 42,200
FISHER, EARL & EVELYN, 31.00 59,314 cu 255,414 GRIMAUD, JUDTTH R 0.24 106,800 184,000
FLAMAN, BONNIE B 0.08 88,000 208,100 0.45 11,400 11,400
0.32 39,400 59,900 GROSNER. JEFFREY D 6.00 61,300 213.100
FLETCHER, ANDREW 0.14 86,900 209,200 GROVER, JEFFREY E 0.60 103,200 222,600
FLINT, MICHAEL W 0.46 46,100 161,900 GROVER, JOAN 6.10 35,100 126,600
0.50 14,100 14,100 HAFFORD, MIKE L 31.93 26,077 cu 29,677
FOUCHER, BRIAN R 7.86 76,100 313,200 HALPIN, MARCELLENE 3.50 25,700 125,200
FRANCIS, WILLL^U^ 1.50 105.800 105,800 HALVONDC, BRIAN 0.41 87,400 174,300
FRAZIER, JAY 0.75 20,900 172,800 HAMAN, JANICE R 0.46 46,100 130,800
4.00 20,600 20,600 HAMMETT, DWAIN J 2.50 50,600 128,400
FRAZIER, RUSTY 0.20 56,700 159,800 HAMON, THOMAS R 6.10 147,600 263,900
FREDERICK, ALBERT 0.54 181,300 440,400 0.10 60,000 60,000
0.26 36,500 36,500 HANSEN, CAROLYN 16.00 225.504 cu 386,504
FRIGON, JOSEPH R 1.70 198,800 361,600 HANSON, JOHN A. 0.35 112,200 211,500
GAIESKE, TIMOTHY A 3.60 32,300 210,000 HARDIGG, GENEVIEVE 0.21 38.700 38,700
GAIESKI, TIMOTHY A 3.14 23,400 23,400 0.12 34,700 66,700
GALLANT, STEPHEN S 50.80 1,829 cu 1,829 HARDY, HELEN I 30.70 2,137 cu 2.137
GARCL\ LANDRY, CAROL 47.40 116,220 cu 341,120 HARDY.PRISCILLAA 13.90 92,832 cu 275.332
GARCIA LANDRY, CAROL 10.10 76,130 cu 87,130 HARKEN-HALL,ANNE 14.00 226,014 cu 367.314
GARCL\ LAITORY, CAROL 19.70 5,003 cu 5,003 4.60 228,300 253,800
GARDNER, ROSALIE E 0.60 141,900 196,800 HARRIS ALEXANDRA M 2.15 40.200 40,200
GARLAND, LEE/AKHIL 53.00 645 cu 645 HARRIS CENTER FOR 46.00 3,649 cu 3,649
205.00 157,308 cu 883,208 18.00 2,070 cu 2,070
50.00 761 cu 761 80.00 9,200 cu 9.200
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ACRES LAND TOTAL OWNER ACRES LAND TOTAL
40L90 10,707 cu 10,707 20.52 134,559 cu 278,159
n.95 51,900 200,900 57.53 26,908 cu 26,908
0.22 70,200 70,200 HOYT, DEAN R 10.30 40,100 194,800
0.27 74,500 131,300 HOZEMPA, ALAN L 2.00 75,000 231.100
10.00 85,000 219,100 HULBERT, EDWARD m 4.40 25,288 cu 164.788
18.00 87,600 87,600 5.80 487 cu 487
1.60 1,600 1,600 2.50 425 cu 425
1.00 89,100 89,100 13.00 28,655 cu 536,755
0.20 9,100 9,100 HUNT, ZACCHARY 19.60 29,429 cu 120,829
0.80 79,400 79,400 HUNTLEY, CATHARINE 0.20 34,000 62,400
0.30 9,900 9,900 KURD, CHESTER & JOYCE 0.14 94,800 154,500
5.47 34,300 34,300 MESON, GEORGE - 0.40 118,800 193,000
1.16 24,700 143,400 INGALLS, CYNTIDA M 6.00 29,800 318,600
0.34 13,400 13,400 INGALLS, CYNTHLA M 0.39 42,700 200,600
24.00 46,700 114,400 JACOBS, JAY 93.40 32,885 cu 213,585
13.69 32,900 32,900 33.00 8,108 cu 8,108
0.46 92,200 92,200 JAGEL, GERALDINE 6.89 28,600 250,500
0.05 60,000 146,900 JARVIS, MARILYN 0.19 33,600 58,500
3.50 303,800 303,800 0.03 24,800 24,800
0.25 60,000 67,100 JOHANNESSEN, JEFFREY P 8.20 51,200 207,000
2.30 30,400 321,000 JOHNSON, CHARLES 2.80 26,000 149,500
0.25 6,600 6,600 2.00 20,000 23,000
0.11 7,800 7,800 JOHNSON, NEIL S 5.70 28,600 28,600
5.20 21,300 21,300 JOHNSTON, ANNETTE 0.27 110,900 188,500
0.25 13,200 19,800 0.18 8,300 8,300
2.80 14,800 14,800 JOLLY, RUTH 42.00 1,512 cu 1,512
0.34 22,200 22,200 0.32 118,100 177,100
0.32 79,400 103,700 JORDAN, RICHARD 5.71 29.600 232,300
0.39 71,200 71,200 5.27 29,100 208,000
28.00 48,600 48,600 JORGENSON, RAYMOND A 28.10 31,196 cu 113,096
0.60 18,900 137,500 JOST, W.H+ C.A 6.48 33,600 225,100
5.64 1 14,600 323,300 KALLMAN, MEGHAN E 11.50 1,576 cu 1,576
15.90 458 cu 458 KALLMAN, SETH 0.00 79,600
1.20 164 cu 164 KARTER,KARLR 0.72 153,800 229,900
11.70 81,329 cu 218,429 KASPER, WENDY E 25.80 76,857 cu 191,057
1.34 126,600 214,900 KEENAN, THOMAS B 0.30 115,200 154,800
0.33 66,400 165,500 0.42 44,200 44,200
0.30 64,000 68,100 KEENE MEADOWS CORP 31.40 17,900 17,900
0.17 54,700 94,000 5.22 39,000 39,000
0.55 83,000 130,400 KEENE, CriY OF 22.00 20,500 20,500
2.20 27,800 44,500 KEITH, GERALDINE 0.32 79,400 192,200
0.43 44,600 225,100 KELLHER, PATRICL\ 5.16 29,000 136,500
5.00 29,900 29,900 KELLY, GAYLEN 0.00 45,900
6.20 25,300 25,300 KENDALL, ALLEN 0.00 37,400
0.40 9,500 11,100 0.75 171,000 380,500
0.73 112,600 210,900 KENNARD, DAVID 26.20 133,012 cu 434,212
1.00 132,000 359,500 36.70 143,020 cu 379,320
0.53 98,200 359,000 233.70 22,111 cu 22,111
0.50 96,000 240,000 KENNARD,&WELLS EST. 0.90 31,200 31,200
0.05 30,000 211,900 4.30 227,900 256,800
0.48 94,100 417,500 KEOUGH, CARL H 0.59 140,900 182,100
0.10 120,000 128,900 KEOUGH, DONALD 033 14,600 78,300
4.62 306,600 1,065,200 2.12 16,700 18,600
1.40 20,400 55,100 KILLILEA, THOMAS E 244.32 101,300 101,300
1.57 19,900 19,900 0.22 58,000 177,300
7.50 270 cu 270 2.00 50,000 65,600
1,88 29,600 102,800 KILLILEA, THOMAS E. 0.40 17,300 70,800
0.11 83,600 180,900 KING, PENELOPE R 2.08 27,600 131,800
3.80 29,800 180,000 KINGSBURY, ROBERT 7.50 44,400 143,200
3.80 29,800 153,200 1.30 24,000 24,000
20.00 46,000 141,200 KLAHR, LAURI M. 0.69 54,800 154,900
0.50 144,000 212,100 0.48 1 1,700 11,700
115.50 78,089 cu 79,789 KLEIN, ERNEST V 20.76 202,241 cu 509,541
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KNIGHT, JUANTTA 1.07 22,200 64,700
0.04 22,000 23,400 MANN, LOUELLA 31.50 27,603 cu 119,703
KNUrSON, DONALD 0.33 66.400 173,300 MARHEIM,INC 10.00 135.000 145,900
KOIVUNEN, WALTER 0.00 13,300 0.97 108,200 161,300
KORPI, JOHN 6.80 33,500 159.100 MARTEL, ROBERT 0.31 78,400 202,800
0.60 20,800 162.600 MARTIN, RODGER 4.20 27,300 188,100
KOZLOWSKI, FRED 25.00 42,200 53.300 MASON, HUGH D 0.52 146,200 231,500
KRETCHMAN. SUSAN & 0.17 12,000 135.200 3.75 62,200 345,200
KRONHEIM, JANE 5.20 26,500 129.800 MASTERS. MICHAEL 0.75 76,000 76,000
LABARRE.JAYA 0.23 71,000 112.000 1.20 90,400 168,400
LaFLAMME, LINDA M 1.13 35,800 235.000 MCCARTHY, ANNE 2.21 38,800 38,800
LAFOUNTAINE, KENNETH 0.11 55,700 101,200 MCCARTHY, DOUGLAS 0.21 34,500 144,500
LAWSON, JEANNINE L^ 3.70 29,600 162.100 0.02 14,900 14,900
0.24 19,600 19.600 MCCARTHY, DOUGLAS G 8.90 748 cu 748
LEBOUTILLIER, GEORGE 0.20 93,500 133,200 5.10 428 cu 428
LEPISTO, GEORGE 0.71 166,700 223,400 MCDOWELL, MARY 0.36 68,800 201,500
1.00 23,100 23,100 MCEWAN, JAMES 9.70 31,600 31,600
LEVESQUE, DANIEL R SR 8.00 32,500 258.600 4.60 30,800 234,500
LEVESQUE, LANCE R 1.70 92,200 106.700 1.91 21,800 21,800
LEWIS, BRADLEY S. 5.00 30,100 30.100 MCGBLL, MARY 1.30 25,200 127,800
LEWIS, MARY 0.38 126,700 199,200 MCGRATH, RUTH C 0.60 141,900 200,600
LEWIS, ROBERT C JR 1.10 24,500 46,500 MCGREGOR, THOMAS B 0.60 51,600 153,400
LINGHAM, BRADFORD 1.53 94,400 94,400 MCKENNA, JAMES 0.99 109,400 237,500
LOGAN, PAUL D JR 0.17 60,100 100,800 MCLEAN, LORRAINE R 0.20 13,600 53.900
LOON BEAM LIMITED 0.32 118,100 208,300 MCNEILL, WILLL^M 4.74 30,900 112.300
0.78 20,300 20,300 0.31 10,000 10.000
LORD, ALAN 1.25 25,000 151,600 MCWETHY. DANIEL 78.00 5.046 cu 5,046
LORD, DAVID A 5.04 31,300 201,300 0.37 125,300 201,900
5.20 23,300 23,300 MCWETHY, DEBORAH 2.00 40,000 270,600
2.75 28,400 109,300 MEAGHER. ROBERT SR 0.28 103.000 190,800
LORD, SABIN JR. M 4.80 173 cu 173 MENEGHINI. JANE A 4.72 72,200 304,400
10.00 360 cu 360 MENEGHNI, PAUL M 0.19 92,400 137,400
LOVETT, CHARLES 4.30 27,900 173.000 7.80 44,800 44,800
1.24 25,000 79,200 0.01 8,300 8,300
LOWREY, GEORGE 1.00 9,900 9,900 MERRJFIELD, LAWRENCE 0.72 55,900 160,900
0.10 82,500 125,100 0.03 24,800 26,400
LOZEAU, KURT 7.50 28,800 28,800 MESSER, MARGARET 1.00 26,400 141,800
LUCHNER, BRUCE 16.00 41,600 80,900 MICHAL, CHARLES JR. J 0.12 61,600 146,600
LUCLWO, MARCL^ - 0.03 24,100 63.600 MILLER, DOUGLAS R. 5.30 127,100 255,600
0.17 32,600 32.600 MILLER, JOAN 1.40 127,600 326,900
LUND, ROBERT W 0.23 71,000 101,300 MILLER, MICHAEL 9.20 52,700 180,800
LUOMA, EST OF DOROTHY 1.30 6,300 6,700 MILLER, RONALD JR. D 7.68 28,500 105,800
42.50 1,530 cu 1.530 MINDEMANN, KARL 7.50 34,400 169,300
LUOMA, LAURI 0.23 14,100 105.600 MINER, JASONW 2.45 38,100 101,000
0.00 7,000 MINER, PHILIP H. 88.00 234,800 1,042,100
LYON, CHARLES S JR 0.42 121,400 507,400 0.25 54,000 54,000
56.58 73,777 cu 73,777 MITCHELL, BLANCHE 0.25 60,000 134,900
MACALLISTER, DAVID 3.39 3,400 3,400 MITCHELL, PETER 0.26 109,400 160,000
MACDONALD, EDWIN 0.96 64.600 220,200 0.25 108,000 169,100
0.34 13.400 13,400 Ml UNER, BRYAN L 3.05 23,800 127,400
MACDONALD, ELIZABETH 0.28 112,300 190,300 MOLLICA, MARY BETH 0.52 146,200 243,400
MACGILLVARY, LINDA 4.55 30,700 127.100 MONADNOCK LIONS CLUB 8.00 29,500 39,300
3.15 23,400 23,400 MONADNOCK MANSE 0.16 97,200 101,900 •
MACKEY, JAMES H JR 2.80 34.000 214.500 3.76 109 cu 109
MACLEAN, JOHN R. JR. 1.50 70,500 122.400 12.10 90,506 cu 269,006
MACLEOD, LEWIS 2.20 25,300 143.800 MONAHON, RICHARD 9.80 159,800 167,600
17.30 26,483 cu 132,383 MOORE, KENNETH 3.00 28,800 94,500
MALONEY, JOHN W 0.75 76,000 188,000 MORKAVAGE, TIM 0.85 80.800 160,200
MALONEY, JOHN W TRUST 1.75 97,000 97,000 MORSE, DOUGLAS 2.17 30,500 135,000
MANAHAN, RONALD F 0.79 77,900 112,500 MORSE, WALTER 2.20 27,800 168,600
0.21 34,400 34,400 MOSCHAN, JEROME 1.80 - 29,300 203,200
MANEVAL, ANDREW P 5.00 31.300 166,200 MOSER, PAUL 3.00 3,000 3,000
MANN, ALLEN ET AL 5.50 24,400 24,400 MOULTON, E. CURTIS ffl 0.38 70,400 181,700
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MOUNTAIN MISSIONARY 5.01 686 cu 686
MULLALLY, MILLARD 0.64 159,100 360,900 0.49 130,700 272,000
0.70 19,300 19,300 PEARRE, EDWARD D 1.55 153,700 321,700
MURDOUGH, PAUL 2.25 60,300 176,900 PELL, LISA V 23.00 828 cu 828
MURPHY, THOMAS L. 0.50 144,000 202,300 PELLEGRINO, SIRI 5.10 48,100 254,200
MURRAY, THOMAS R 10,21 155 cu 155 PERROT, ROBERT 2.20 50,200 257,300
MUSSON, GERTRUDE L 0,20 56,700 65,200 PETELL, BRUCE 2.20 25,300 178,400
0.02 16,500 16,500 PHILLIPS, MICHAEL 1.80 29,300 57,600
MYHAVER,ALAN 7.00 46,800 158,900 PHINNEY, SHERRY 19.30 88,100 88,100
MYHAVER, LEONARD 0.45 45,600 140,100 PICANSO, GERALD 0.00 3,200
0.01 8,300 8,300 PIERCE, RICHARD 6.00 211,300 270,800
NEELY, JAMES 0.46 25,300 25,300 PERSON, WILLIAM H JR. 0.02 11,000 11,000
NELSONS,-PERRY D 1.30 126,000 160,900 PERSON, WILLL-sj^l H. JR 11.40 32,300 32,300
NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY 59.40 2,722 cu 2,722 18.58 91,600 91,600
119.80 3,451 cu 3,451 PUAR, MICHAEL J 0.50 19,200 19,200
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TEL 0.14 63,200 129,200 PffES, IRENE 2.39 300,500 468,900
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE 0.00 25,400 PITSAS, 2003 FAMILY REV 0.17 98,400 345,400
NEWMAN, JOHN M 0.79 107,100 230,000 POCKETT, AROL 2.20 25,300 69,100
NEWMAN, RICHARD G 7.70 213,400 357,500 POISSON, LEANDRE 60.00 64,726 cu 176,626
NEWTON, DORIS 0.60 20.600 95,900 POISSON, MARCUS D 13.60 13,100 13,100
NICHOLAS, MARY 2.87 56,100 257,700 POLLARD, LISBETH B 0.19 13,400 111,800
NICHOLSON, MARK C 41.50 25,807 cu 135,507 PORTER,THOMAS W JR 13.80 151,165 cu 320,565
NIKIFORAKIS, LEON 0.23 35,200 80,700 POTTER FAMILY TRUST 0.53 147,200 241,200
0.08 36,000 36,000 POTTER, MICHAEL F 6.11 80,100 306,100
NKON, MALCOLM 22.30 20,700 20,700 0.10 41,300 41,300
NOYES, RICHARD R 3.10 26,400 278,700 POULSEN, ZACHERY F 6.50 78 cu 78
O'BRIEN, EST OF WAYNE 0.26 100,300 133,900 POWELL, NANCY 0.49 16,600 26,700
O'BRIEN, EST OF WAYNE 0.30 10,200 10,200 0.22 104,400 270,700
O'BRIEN, STELLA 1.00 26,400 26,400 POWLEY, JAMES 0.50 36,000 130,300
O'BRIEN, THOMAS THE 0.10 82,500 171,700 POWLEY, SHEILA M 2.23 56,600 167,300
O'BRIEN, TIMOTHY J 0.22 35,000 132,000 PRATT,PAMELAG 6.10 32,600 178,000
0.02 13,200 13,200 PRICE, MATTHEW S 0.30 76,800 203,000
O'CONOR, HARVEYW 0.35 122,400 299,400 PRICE, MICHAEL 0.60 20,600 139,000
OT)WYER, BARRY 1.55 26,000 163,800 PROPERTIES INC 56.00 67,500 67,500
OGELBY, R DEAN 0.25 72,000 191,300 PUBLIC SERVICE CO. OF 0.00 1,097,500
OGG, DELMAR R 1.10 21,700 21,700 PUTNAM, DAVID 2.20 225,300 225,300
OGG, DELMAR R TRUST 1.20 90,400 300,900 PUTNAM, JAMES A 0.42 132,500 251,200
OLIVER, SCOTT B 5.00 90,408 cu 309,008 0.36 10,300 10,300
25.00 2,100 cu 2,100 PUTNAM, PATRICK 9.69 119,600 369,400
OLMSTEAD, FRANCIS 0.57 26,900 117,200 PUZO, MICHAEL J 6.00 167,500 474,500
OLSON, PAUL JR. 0.26 38,900 175,700 QUIMBY, DAVE) 4.80 134,800 372,500
0,43 29,000 29,000 0.09 81,000 85,500
0.47 30,300 30,300 QUIMBY, DAVID N 3,23 51,500 122,600
OMEARA, JAMES T 0.94 117,000 177,500 RALEY, ROBERT 0.25 144,000 537.800
O'MEARA, STEPHEN J 33.00 951 cu 951 RAPSIS,JOHNAJR 35.00 31,500 31,500
O'NEEL, CHRIS 2.01 27,500 30,300 RATHBURN. ESTATE OF 11.60 3,112 cu 3,112
O'NEIL, RANAE 0.84 60,200 228,100 8.60 175 cu 175
OWEN, JACK W 0.49 11,900 11,900 1.40 25,500 125.100
0.43 133,900 235,100 RAYNOR, WILLL^M 111.50 56,115 cu 308.515
PACKARD, ROGER 4.50 93,100 261,700 7.90 31,400 31,400
PAGE, DONALD E 1.70 91,600 256,000 7.60 31,000 31,000
PAGE, GORDON L 078 52,300 52,300 7.13 30,400 30,400
0.60 141,900 189,800 REEDSTROM, BRADLEY K 0.13 31,200 31,200
PALMER, WILLIAM 0.33 53,100 137,000 0.13 31,200 31,200
2.30 100,400 100,400 0.13 31,200 123,400
PARKER. GABRIEL 8.70 33,400 156,500 REILLY, MICHAEL G 0.58 50,900 154,000
PARKER^ HOLLIS 3.70 29,600 159,500 0.10 10,000 10,000
PARKER, LUNNIE 0.44 400 400 RICHARDSON, BRLW 6.93 23,700 23,700
0.09 99,000 136,300 RICHARDSON, CARLA 42.60 1,227 cu 1,227
PARRISH, DORIS 8.10 35.100 35,100 RICHARDSON, EDFIH A 30.00 712 cu 712
PATEK, DAVID J 8.90 31,400 31,400 10.00 912 cu 912
PATINSKY, MICHAEL S 6.80 49,200 167,100 RICHARDSON, ROBERT JR. 30.75 3,506 cu 3,506
PATTON,JUDrrHK 5.02 688 cu 688 12.00 1,644 cu 1,644
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RICHARDSON. WALKER 0.54 197,800 373,600 SHUSTER, DANIEL 0.70 92,000 147,100
RICICER,BRENDAL 4.20 44,100 177,000 0.51 80,600 80,600
RIDGEWAY, REBECCA 0.46 92,200 186,900 SILK, JOHN W.m 3.36 58,000 153,500
RIETH, RALPH JR 0.39 128,200 220,000 SILK, TONI S 1.30 29,200 29,200
0.30 9,600 9,600 SILVER LAKE ASSOCIATES 0.35 122,400 172,500
RILEY ,MICHAEL C 0.53 90,000 91,000 SILVER LAKE TENNIS 0.75 57,000 69,800
RILEY, MICHAEL C 2.42 75,500 255,100 SIMS, WINSTON 1.21 186,700 245,400
RINFRET, GERARD 1.60 95,200 129,100 SINAUER, LLC 0.15 88,000 198,500
RIVES, KATHERINE V 2.00 26,300 26,300 2.45 75,600 173,100
RIVES, SALLY H 1.00 198,000 314,900 SIPE, PAUL C 0.35 112,200 134,400
0.13 15,600 15,600 SIROIS, CONSTANCE 2.50 29,100 104,600
ROBERTS-O'NEE.L, NANCY 38.50 32,738 cu 382,438 SKATUTAKEE LAKE 0.09 28,400 42,600
RODRIGUEZ, AFTON V 0.38 84,500 181,900 SKOVE. SAMANTHA 48.70 150,200 150,200
ROGERS, SHIRLEY W 1.75 26,700 130,700 12.00 112,000 112,000
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP 1.50 70,500 70,500 4.00 102,500 102,500
RONCALLI, THOMAS A 13.40 34,161 cu 173,661 SKOVE, SAMANTHA E 84.40 84,300 84,300
12.70 366 cu 366 19.40 47,900 212,900
ROOT, JONATHAN A 0.23 71,000 137,100 SKYFIELD TRUST - C/O JM 48.00 333,999 cu 1,422,899
ROSENTHAL REVOCABLE 90.00 40,820 cu 166,020 60.00 33,949 cu 230,549
ROSS, HOWARD & 0.28 112,300 194,200 20.80 184,600 184,600
ROWSE, JAMES & ANNA 0.51 145,100 237,700 19.20 29,478 cu 29,478
ROWSE, JULL^ 18.50 47,261 cu 230,161 SLEITH, RODNEY 5.80 29,800 108,000
1.08 17,800 17,800 SMITH, BETH 10.00 34,500 150,000
0.25 108,000 300,000 SMITH, E. RAE 0.83 31,900 150,400
ROWSE, JULIA K 0.44 135,400 216,000 SMITH, EDWARD G 0.45 45,600 152,000
RUSSELL, CECILL^ H 0.52 26,800 26,800 0.04 22,000 23,400
RUSSELL, JOHN C. 3.50 33,400 136,600 SMITH, KEVIN 2.00 27,500 163,900
RUSSELL, PETER 14.20 988 cu 988 SMITH, M GLENN 0.51 64,500 140,500
2.46 39,100 39,100 SMFTH, ROBERT 5.40 29,300 146,700
RYAN, ANNE K 4.50 23,100 23,100 SMTTH, THOMAS J 4.50 30,600 205,500
5.67 135,900 383,100 SNYDER, GORDONM 6.60 263,130 cu 396,130
SAARI, ALLAN R. 8.40 43,500 176,600 6.40 144,808 cu 165,908
SAARI, TOrVO 3.00 31,300 83,400 SNYDER, JOHN M 8.00 264,389 cu 395,389
SALZA, LOUIS 1.60 95,200 95,200- SNYDER, VIRGINIA F 6.70 302,066 cu 464,466"
1.32 91,800 289,500 12.80 1,472 cu 1,472
SAhTDERS, JILL 0.52 146,200 233,500 SOBEL, DAVID T 2.85 35,500 199,200
SAUNDERS, GEORGE 1.75 79,600 175,800 11.80 1,617 cu 1,617
SAUNDERS, LAURENCE R. 7.20 36,500 196,300 SOHNGEN, MICHAEL R 1.30 91,600 181,100
SAWYER, ALFRED & FAY 102.00 6,730 cu 6,730 SOMMERS, MARC B 2.00 75,000 128,800
131.50 3,788 cu 3,788 SPELLMAN, JOHN 0.70 22,100 97,300
SAWYER, GARY A 0.29 76,500 179,000 SPENCER, JOHNE 0.22 34,800 102,900
SCHEPKER, HANS J 2.20 45,300 218,900 SPENCER, JOHN E 0.03 24,800 24,800
SCHLICHTING, DANIEL J 0.14 16,900 118,100 SPILTOIR, THOMAS 8.00 29,500 29,500
0.25 46,800 130,500 SPILTOIR, THOMAS A 66.00 101,600 172,100
0.62 44,500 44,500 21.30 2,334 cu 2,334
SCHWARTZ, HARVEY 242.78 145,315 cu 412,115 SPINA, ELEANORAK 0.21 34,300 78,900
SCOTT, DONALD 0.75 20,900 148,100 0.02 18,200 18,200
SCOTT, LUCINDA L 2.00 75,000 140,700 ST DENIS CEMETERY 8.00 145,000 145,000
0.15 58,700 58,700 ST DENIS CHURCH 0.10 60,000 172,600
SEAVER, EUGENE A 0.13 93,600 125,700 ST, PETER, JOHN W 0.32 16,500 16,500
SELF, CECIL JR 14.70 27,673 cu 70,473 ST. PETER, JAMES 7.00 36,300 145,500
SELF, GARTH 3.50 70,700 179,200 ST. PETER, JOHN JR. 1.50 71,100 177,900
SELF, SARAH 1.30 63,000 243,200 ST. PETER, JOHNW 1.42 30,700 139,700
SHAPIRO, SEYMOUR 0.27 110,900 163,500 ST. PIERRE, BETTY 2.50 26,900 26,900
SHARROCK, JAMES 3.00 34,300 253,000 0.55 149,400 208,200
SHAW, ANN G 0.61 155,900 258,900 ST. PIERRE, EMILY J 7.90 34,400 151,300
SHEEHAN, DAVID 8.00 36,000 205,200 ST. PIERRE, LOUIS & 0.32 65,600 102,400
SHIMMIN, H WILLIAM JR 6.77 62,300 148,100 1.18 67,600 67,600
0,20 68,600 68,800 STARKEY, AUDREY T 0.19 56,000 156,500
SHONK, DIANA C 3.40 91,800 214,900 STARR, PENELOPE 30.94 891 cu 891
SHUFFELTON & DRURY 0.30 38,400 38,400 STARR, PENELOPE 3.66 98,400 227,000
SHUFFELTON, JANE 14.10 89,500 89,500 3.04 111,300 111,300
SHUFFLETON, FRANK 1.60 71,400 123,100 STARZIC, EUGENE 0.12 56,500 110,900
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32.23 134,000 134,000 TRYBA, HERBERT 1.11 84,900 84,900
2.77 57,300 57,300 1.10 93,700 177,800
17.00 147,300 152,300 30.00 121,569 cu 649,069
0.50 144,000 164,000 TWrrCHELL, JOHN 8.60 32,400 88,900
5.00 32,600 168,600 TWrrCHELL'S MILLS 0.00 14,300
0.75 76,000 1 14,900 UNTTED STATES 209.00 111,600 111,600
0.56 83,600 202,900 UPTON, RICHARD 18.90 203,745 cu 273,345
8.00 153,800 314,400 VANARLA, ARTHUR 1.21 86,000 200,300
3.70 39,600 171,000 VIGNEAULT, BERNARD W 5.10 48,900 327,400
6.80 33,500 163,100 VILES, DOUGLAS 31.80 39,883 cu 204,783
5.60 42,000 231,800 51.70 7,083 cu 7,083
0.50 9,600 9,600 VILES, DOUGLAS T 4.50 617 cu 617
0.12 51,300 51,300 5,00 685 cu 685
0.16 29,200 36,400 6.60 904 cu 904
2.46 25,600 133,200 VOGEL, CAROLYN R 189.00 339,189 cu 2,901,889
17.90 77,405 cu 197.705 VOIERS, LESLIE 0.34 151,200 304,700
0.35 74,800 169,300 VOLK, DONALD 0,50 88,000 153,500
45.40 552 cu 552 VONSTADE, BABETTE J 1,48 28,100 182,000
34.40 43,323 cu 141,723 WADE, CHERI 2,90 26,100 133,100
0.28 75,500 220,500 WALDRON, ROBERT B 0.18 67,000 100,600
0.26 73,600 80,600 WALKER, DOUGLAS C 8.00 37,500 176,300
41.30 626 cu 626 WALKER EST. OF 5.21 27,800 191,300
0.20 56,700 193,100 WALKER WILLL'^M C. 0.56 150,500 773,000
2.44 48,100 262,000 0.68 13,600 13,600
0.50 48,000 48,000 0.76 20,100 20.100
0.10 10,000 10,000 WALSH, THOMAS 0.00 1.700
4.20 4,200 4,200 WATKINS, ROBERT 94.50 35,377 cu 213,577
0.37 114,800 238,400 0,30 76,800 228.200
1.89 35,500 116,500 WEBB, DAVID 4.60 30,800 159,700
0.57 67,400 99,100 WEBER STEVEN R 11,71 39,200 160,400
0.79 175,300 339,800 0,69 13,200 13,200
0.16 8,100 8,100 WEISBERG, DAVID 2.67 25,800 164,800
3.40 56,800 148,700 WEISS, DONALD 3.20 29,000 143,200
0.50 17,600 75,000 WEISS, REBECCA M 1.00 29,000 123,300
8.40 43,500 73,900 6,70 37,400 38,100
0.00 24,600 WELLER THOMAS M 1.10 26,800 129,400
0.43 89,300 353,000 WELLS MEMORL^L 3.40 62,600 1,100,200
5.40 58,400 206,100 WELLS, WELLINGTON
,
15.42 979 cu 979
1,07 60,000 60,000 60,70 4,541 cu 4,541
4.30 145,400 282,600 12,91 15,500 15,500
2.79 138,500 384,700 13.00 680 cu 680
3.90 52,400 52,400 WHEELER, EDWARD M 0.28 62,400 156,100
6.75 80,900 198,100 WHEELOCK, MAJOR W 0.14 52,700 160,900
6.00 167,500 364,000 WHITAKER, KENNETH 0.27 110,900 223,100
7,40 31,600 128,900 WHITAKER, ROY V, 2.50 25,600 72,700
0,10 50,000 50,000 WHITE, JOHN L. 0,17 32,800 95.600
1.30 68,700 193,600 WHHNEY, PAUL G 20.90 73,780 cu 214,580
0,65 67,600 138,600 WHUTALL, LISA 60.80 135,846 cu 140,446
0,18 33,200 33,200 WIGGIN, ALAND 0.16 97,200 158,700
0.33 80,300 182,500 WmA, ROBERT 8.36 120,500 271,700
0.30 105,600 185,800 WILDER MICHAEL F 3.00 31,300 198,600
3.00 38,800 153,500 WILLEl IE, W SCOTT 0.24 71,800 74,500
6.00 6,000 6,000 0.21 69,400 88,700
0.80 21,600 35,700 WILLETTE, WILLD^iM S 2.59 49,500 49,500
8.80 102,300 171,900 0,23 71,000 193,400
0,60 129,000 129,000 WILLIAMS, GARY 4.00 4,000 4,000
5.20 79,000 79,000 WILLL-^MS, MARGERIE 0.50 25,600 51,900
5,70 79,600 84,800 WILLL'^MS. ROGER 0.09 81,000 84,600
3,30 76,600 171,600 0.61 52,000 162.000
0.75 171,000 241,700 WILSON, JUDIFH A. 4.60 25,600 47,500
0-75 22,800 129,900 WILSON, SARAH 0.40 129.600 181.600
1.97 49,800 140,600 WOLHANDLER HAROLD C 0,73 93,800 228,800
0,18 13,300 111,000 WOODS, H F; FLINT, D E 088 61,700 173,500
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WORCESTER, NORMAN LIO 89,200 151,800
WORDEN, PAMELA 0.20 93,500 154,700
WRIGHT, PATRICIA 0.29 37,800 107,600
0.02 19,000 19,000
YONT, LARRY JR 0.66 161,300 262,400
YOUNIE, GLENN 1.07 24,400 105,200
ZIEGLER, ELIZABETH 3.76 22,200 210,200








ZIEMBA, JOHN L80 97,600 204,500
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John C. Calhoun, IV, Chair Term Expires 2006
Linda J. MacGillvary Term Expires 2004
Mary Nicholas Term Expires 2005
N.H. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 29 ADMINISTRATION
Phillip G. McCormack, Ed.D., Superintendent of Schools
Wayne E. Woolridge, Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Barbara S. Tremblay, Assistant Superintendent of Schools
John R. Harper, Business Administrator
Timothy L. Ruehr, Business Manager
Patricia Trow Parent, Manager of Personnel Services
Bruce Thielen, Director of Special Education
Michael Duhaime, Director of Technology Services
STAFF
David Lesser Principal/Grade 6
Linda Putnam Secretary
Kathleen Frick Grades 4-5
Amy Fulton Special Education Teacher
Emily Hartshome Kindergarten/Grade 1
Deborah Hrdlicka Guidance Counselor
Christine Payack Grades 2/3
Robert Stack Media Generalist
Roshan Swope Title I
Patrick Whalen Physical Education
Patricia Wheeler Foreign Language
Jeanette Yardley Art/Music & Grade 6
Vincent Bradley, Jr Special Education Aide
Jodi Farweli Special Education Aide
Laura Silk ESL Aide
Cheryl Evans Speech/Language Therapist
Wendy Kasper School Nurse






Our Moderator, Mr. Robert Kingsbury, called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.
Mr. Kingsbury asked for a moment of silence in memory of the Ferris family of Swanzey followed by the
Pledge of Allegiance.
ARTICLE 1 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Mary Nicholas moved that the District receive the reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers chosen
as printed in the annual report.
Motion seconded by John Calhoun.
No discussion was noted.
The voice vote was unanimous in favor of Article 1.
ARTICLE 2 : To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of schools,
for the salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the statutory obligations of the
District, or to take any other action in relation thereto. (The Harrisville School Board recommends
the sum of$1,651. 314.)
John Calhoun moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum of 51,651,314 for the support of schools,
for the salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the statutory obligations of the District.
Motion seconded by Charlotte Chamberlain.
John Calhoun explained the budget.
Some discussion ensued in regard to tuition changes up or down if Winchester votes to send its students to
Keene.
The voice vote was unanimous in favor of Article 2.
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the District will vote to appropriate and authorize the School Board to transfer up to
$20,000 of its unencumbered funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of the fiscal year, June
30, 2003, to the Capital Reserve Fund established by the voters of the District at the March 11,
1986 District Meeting for the purpose of financing construction or reconstruction of the buildings
and grounds at Wells Memorial School, or to take any other action in relation thereto. Said
appropriation to be funded from any excess unreserved funds over $15,000 which is available on
June 30, 2003. (The Harrisville School Board supportsfavorable action on this warrant article.)
John Calhoun moved that the District appropriate and authorize the School Board to transfer up to $20,000 of
its unencumbered funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 2003, to the Capital
Reserve Fund established by the voters of the District at the March 1 1, 1986 District Meeting for the purpose of
financing construction or reconstruction of the buildings and grounds at Wells Memorial School. Said appropriafion
to be funded from any excess unreserved funds over $15,000 which is available on June 30, 2003.
Motion seconded by Ranae O'Neil.
Some discussion ensued in regard to the possible need to replace the roof in the next year.
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The voice vote was unanimous in favor of Article 3.
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the District will vote to appropriate and authorize the School Board to transfer up to
$20,000 of its unencumbered funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of the fiscal year, June 30,
2003; the sum of $20,000 to be deposited in the Out-of-District Tuition Fund established by the
voters at the March 7, 2001 District Meeting for the purpose of paying future year regular/special
education out-of-district tuitions, or to take any other action in relation thereto. If there is an
insufficient undesignated fund balance as of June 30, 2003 to fund this appropriation and the
appropriation in Article 3 (Capital Reserve transfer). Article 3 will be funded first, with any
additional surplus to be applied to this warrant article. (The Harrisville School Board supports
favorable action on this warrant article.)
Linda MacGillvary moved that the District appropriate and authorize the School Board to transfer up to
$20,000 of its unencumbered funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 2003; the sum
of $20,000 to be deposited in the Out of-District Tuition Fund established by the voters at the March 7, 2001
District Meeting for the purpose of paying future year regular/special education out-of-district tuitions. If there is an
insufficient undesignated fund balance as of June 30, 2003 to fund this appropriation and the appropriation in
Article 3 (Capital Reserve transfer). Article 3 will be funded first, with any additional surplus to be applied to this
warrant article.
Motion seconded by John Calhoun.
A short discussion ensued as to the rate of interest the trust fund earns.
The voice vote was unanimous in favor of Article 4.
ARTICLE 5 : Whereas NH School Districts face ever tightening budgets; and Whereas NH School Districts are
finding it increasingly difficult to raise and appropriate sufficient dollars on the local level to
provide their students a quality education; and Whereas newly enacted and existing federal
mandates have placed an undue and heavy financial burden on local school district budgets:
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the District vigorously oppose any and all unfunded and under-
funded federal educational mandates including, but not limited to, those contained in the recently enacted No Child
Left Behind Law, as well as those mandates historically unfiinded within the, IDEA/Special Education Laws. (The
Harrisville School Board recommendsfavorable action on this warrant article.)
Mary Nicholas moved that the District approve the following statement and alert state and federal lawmakers
to the concerns expressed in the statement regarding unfunded and under-funded mandates.
Whereas NH School Districts face ever tightening budgets; and Whereas NH School Districts are finding it
increasingly difficult to raise and appropriate sufficient dollars on the local level to provide their students a quality
education; and Whereas newly enacted and existing federal mandates have placed an undue and heavy financial
burden on local school district budgets:
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters of the District vigorously oppose any and all unfunded and
underfunded federal educational mandates including, but not limited to, those contained in the recently enacted No
Child Left Behind Law, as well as those mandates historically unfunded within the IDEA/Special Education Laws.
Motion seconded by John Calhoun.
A short discussion ensued as to what the No Child Left Behind Law wants us to do that we are not already
doing.
The voice vote was unanimous in favor of Article 5.
ARTICLE 6 : To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
John Calhoun recognized the principal and staff for the goals they set for our students and their ongoing
efforts to include the residents in the activities of the school.
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Discussion ensued on tiie merits of moving the school meeting to 6 p.m. on the evening of town meeting. A
straw vote was taken to help guide the school board when setting the meeting.
Mary Nicholas moved that the meeting be recessed until March 1 1, 2003 for the purpose of electing district
officers.
Motion seconded by Linda MacGillvary.
The voice vote was unanimous in favor of Article 6.
Respectfully submitted by
Ranae O'Neil, Clerk, Pro Tern
Harrisville School District
A True Copy Attest
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HARRISVILLE, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL ELECTIONS BALLOT COUNT
FINAL TALLY SHEET
MARCH 11, 2003
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER (3 YEARS)
JOHN CALHOUN VI 128
Receiving One vote each: Marceline Halpin, Robert Kingsbury, Joshua Moschan and Margaret Ziegler
MODERATOR
ROBERT KINGSBURY 132
Receiving One vote each: John J. Colony III and John C. Calhoun VI
DISTRICT TREASURER
ROBERT KINGSBURY 130




Receiving One vote each: Katherine Ogelby, Susan Parker, Rita Rathbum, Jeannie Eastman, Tom Havill,
Marceline Halpin, Cathy Martel, Linda MacGillvary, Sarina Wilder, Janet Calhoun and Janet Hammond
AUDITOR
SARINA WILDER 2
Receiving One vote each: Laura Trudelle, John Calhoun VI, Bill McNeil, Marceline Halpin, Linda





** FOR PRINTING PURPOSES ONLY. SUBJECT TO CHANGE PRIOR TO FINAL POSTING**
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Harrisville qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wells Memorial School in said District on the 9th day of March, 2004, at
6:00 p.m. to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 2 : To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the statutory obligations of
the District, or to take any other action in relation thereto. (The Harrisville School Board
recommends the sum of$1,804,318.)
ARTICLE 3 : Whereas the building known as the "old school house," adjacent to Wells Memorial School, is in
disrepair with major structural deficiencies requiring action in order to preserve the structure for
future use; and, v/hereas the Board recognizes that the import and historical value of such a
building shall be determined by the residents of Harrisville:
Be it therefore resolved that the voters of the District strongly urge the school board to engage in
efforts in order to save the existing structure; and, further, to support the Board in its efforts to
investigate the feasibility of a complete restoration of said structure. The result of any such
feasibility study shall be shared with the voters to allow for input and questions at a future public
hearing prior to engaging in a complete restoration plan.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to allow the school board to appoint a certified public accounting
firm in lieu of electing an auditor.
ARTICLE 5 : To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
HARRISVILLE SCHOOL BOARD




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Harrisville quaUfied to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Wells Memorial School in said District on the 9th day
of March, 2004, at 1 1 :00 in the forenoon to bring in your votes for the election of school district
officers. The polls will be open at 1 1 :00 a.m., and will not close earlier than the time of closing
the polls for the election oftown officials.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose all necessary school district officers:
One member of the school board for the ensuing three years
A moderator for the ensuing year
A clerk for the ensuing year
A treasurer for the ensuing year from July 1 , 2004
An auditor for the ensuing year
Given under our hands at said Harrisville, this 18th day of February, 2004.















ELEMENTARY REGULAR INSTRUCTIO $643,632 $738,679 $746,991
ELEMENTARY DEBT SERVICE $120,928 $119,200 $121,900




TOTAL ELEMENTARY COST $901,423 $1,014,604 $1,018,094 0.34% 56.43%
MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL TUITIONS $319,943 $375,248 $425,705
(Regular Education students)
MIDDLE/HIGH SCHOOL TRANSPORT. $30,317 $31,435 $31,434




TOTAL MID./HIGH SCHOOL COST $521,202 $594,068 $701,807 18.14% 38.90%
SAU#29 $74,141 $82,642 $84,417 2.15% 4.68%
PRIOR YEAR DEFICIT ARTICLE $0 $0 $0




















Regular Aide Salary $3,760



















































TOTAL SCHOOL SERVICES $55,870 $58,971 $61,887 4.94% 3.43%
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Continuum Salaries/Benefits $2,828 $4,288 $3,179
Staff Development $1,470 $2,550 $2,550
Professional Books $91 $300 $400
Course Reimbursement $180 $3,500 $3,500




ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL
2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 CHANGE BUDGET
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
Media Generalist Sal/Benefits $8,651 $8,927 $9,293
Media Membership $402 $372 $306
Books/Supplies/Periodicals $4,380 $2,004 $1,970
Equipment/Software $0 $0 $0




























TOTAL SCH. BD./DIST. OFFICERS $7,228 $11,423 $17,193 50.51% 0.95%
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Teaching Principal's Salary $15,987 $16,866 $17,794
Secretary's Salary/OT $18,407 $22,930 $24,065
Benefits $13,199 $17,884 $18,978
Staff Development $379 $400 $400
Telephone/ Internet $3,452 $4,236 $4,236
Postage $405 $585 $500
Mileage $321 $300 $350
Office/Graduation Supplies $365 $500 $550
New Equipment $0 $0 $0
Fingerprinting Reimbursement $57 $136 $136
Staff Physicals $0 $375 $375
Professional Dues $639 $650 $650
Admin Software $440 $976 $791



















ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL















TOTAL BUILDING SERVICES $100,100 $87,638 $87,097 -0.62% 4.83%
ELEMENTARY TRANSPORTATION
Regular Elementary $20,812 $21,844 $31,434
Feeder Elementary $22,766 $22,833 $15,717
Field Trips $429 $1,200 $1,200
TOTAL ELEMENTARY TRANSPORT. $44,007 $45,877 $48,351 5.39% 2.68%
FUND TRANSFERS
Transfer to Federal Projects
Transfer to School Lunch
Transfer to Capital Reserve





TOTAL FUND TRANSFERS $46,588 $100,000 $60,000 ^0.00% 3.33%




















ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL
2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 CHANGE BUDGET
ELEMENTARY SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
Teacher Salary $40,635 $41,031 $21,203
Aides/Tutor Salaries $26,342 $25,970 $21,081
Benefits $33,460 $39,304 $26,207
OT/PTA/ision Services $12,228 $13,100 $14,980
Pre-School Tuition $4,402 $5,368 $26,628
Tuition - Summer Program $0 $4,000 $3,000
Tuition - Out-of District $0 $0 $0
Teaching Supplies $886 $1,477 $1,814
Psychology $6,894 $8,400 $8,400
Speech $11,917 $17,325 $14,250
Consultation to Staff $100 $750 $750
Special Instruction Transportation $0 $0 $10,890
TOTAL ELEM. SPEC. INSTRUCT. $136,863 $156,725 $149,203 -4.80% 8.27%
TOTAL ELEMENTARY COST $901,423 $1,014,604 $1,018,094 0.34% 56.43%






$140,240 $156,345 11.48% 8.67%
$235,008 $269,360 14.62% 14.93%
TOTAL MID./HIGH SCHOOL TUIT. $319,943 $375,248 $425,705 13.45% 23.59%
TRANSPORTATION
Regular - Keene Middle School

















Keene Middle School Tuition
Keene High School Tuition
Tuition- Middle School Summer
Tuition - High School Out-of-District
Tuition - Middle School Out-of-Distrlct
Tuition - High School- TNT
Tutor - Middle School
Tutor - High School
Transportation
TOT.MID/HIGH SPECIAL INSTRUC.
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL
2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 CHANGE BUDGET
$17,387 $12,246 $65,710 436.58% 3.64%








$170,943 $187,385 $244,668 30.57% 13.56%
TOTAL MID/HIGH SCHOOL COSTS $521,202 $594,068 $701,807 18.14% 38.90%
ADMINISTRATION
SAU #29 - Harrlsville Share $74,141 $82,642 $84,417 2.15% 4.68%
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET $1,496,766 $1,691,314 $1,804,318 6.68% 100.00%
PRIOR YEAR DEFICIT ARTICLE $0
GRAND TOTAL $1,496,766
$0 $0




ESTIMATED REVENUES - 2004-2005




Unreserved Fund Balance $147,065 $0
Local Property Tax $864,966 $1,002,700 15.92% $137,734
Interest $1,000 $1,000
Lunch - Local $16,000 $16,000
Trust Funds $0 $50
Guidance/Teacher Reimbursement $29,798 $56,363
NH Building Aid $32,641 $35,641
NH Handicapped Aid $3,143 $3,500
NH Property Tax $492,079 $492,079 0.00% $0
NH Adequate Education Grant $62,622 $154,985 147.49% $92,363
Child Nutrition $1,000 $1,000
Medicaid Reimbursement $1,000 $1,000
Federal Projects $35,000 $35,000
Lunch - Federal $5,000 $5,000


















Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord « New Hampshire • 03301-5063 603-225-6996 » FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORT
To the Members of the School Board
Harrisville School District
Harrisville, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Harrisville School District as of and
for the year ended June 30, 2003 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general
purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account group which
should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Harrisville School District has not
maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets
account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Harrisville School District as of June 30, 2003, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in
conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of the Harrisville
School District taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the
table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose
financial statements of the Harrisville School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
respects in relation to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
October 16, 2003 ^WjuStJuBt^oL Olae^aOliL&rU
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1 , <P <Poa to June 30, rO-<^3
///^/Z/C//Cc^ School District
SUMMARY
Cash on hand July 1, s3^s^_ (Treasurer's bank balance)
Received from Selectmen (Include amounts actually received):
Cun-ent Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's /^ropriations
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received as Income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale of Notes & Bonds (Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources
Total Receipts
TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance & Receipts)





BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, ^D0 3 (Treasure^ Bank Balance) /969^1\<^
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements, and other financial
records of the treasurer of the School District of of which the above is a




DETAIL STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS


















TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR
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ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT
Consistency and focus are words that immediately come to mind when reviewing the 2002-2003 school year.
School performance (as measured by student performance), staff commitment, and community involvement and
support remain consistently high. The continued focus on excellence and improvement is a factor that promotes
success for students.
The staff at Wells Memorial School has maintained its efforts to provide students with curriculum that is
challenging and responsive to the needs of the children. This is aided by its continuous involvement in professional
development activities. I commend the staffs efforts to stay abreast of effective teaching strategies, curriculum
review (mapping), student assessment, and teaching in the content areas (e.g., reading, science). The work that they
do to analyze data related to student performance is commendable. It greatly facilitates effective decision making
around improvements to curriculum and teaching strategies.
The work that is done by the staff relative to professional training and curriculum review continues to pay
dividends. This is clearly evident in the state testing (NHEIAP) results. Again this year, students at Wells
Memorial performed well. Given the small number of students tested at the mandated grade levels, the use of three-
year averages is necessary to do any type of substantive comparison or analysis. At the third grade level, the three-
year averaged scores show 72 percent of the students performing at the "Basic" or better level (this means on grade
level) in English language arts. In mathematics (the only other subject area tested in grade three), 79 percent of the
students performed at this level. This represents a 5 percent increase over last year's three-year average. Review of
the three-year average scores for the sixth grade reflect a very strong performance in English language arts and
mathematics in which 81 and 88 percent, respectively, of the scores were at Basic or better. These scores are
considerably higher (12 and 16 percentage points) than comparable state scores. The average scores in science and
social studies (54 percent and 56 percent) are below the state's scores (57 and 63, respectively). The science
curriculum is currently under review.
Student performance at Keene High School was also consistent. There were 36 Harrisville students at the
high school last year. Their overall grade point average (GPA) was the same this year as last year, 2.71
(approximately a B- average). Areas in which Harrisville students performed particularly well include English and
science where 64 and 69 percent, respectively, of the students earned grades of "B" or better. It is also worthy of
note that 90 percent of the students taking honors level or Advanced Placement classes in the core subject areas
(English, mathematics, science, social studies, or world language) earned grades of "B" or better.
The focus on improved student performance is something in which the staff and school board have
ownership. This resulted from joint goal setting by the staff and board. Again this year, two staff/board retreats
were held to discuss progress made on the previous year's goals, as well as establish new goals. These are highly
positive and productive meetings as they provide the direction around which decisions will be made regarding
utilization of staff time, allocation of resources, revisions to programs and curriculum, and performance
expectations. The meetings also contribute to a very positive working relationship between the staff and school
board.
One of the goals that came from last year's goal setting meetings relates to the coordination of school
volunteers. Progress has been made on this goal. Fortunately, the school continues to witness a great deal of
parental and community involvement in school activities. This is something that is greatly appreciated and not taken
for granted. I believe the level of support and involvement is aided by the staffs and board's efforts to communicate
with community members.
There are two significant issues facing the Harrisville School District. These are declining enrollment and
funding. Wells Memorial, like several other schools in southwestern New Hampshire, is experiencing enrollment
decline. The staff and school board continue to monitor this closely. They have had to make some difficult
decisions regarding staffing pattern, but have done so without compromising the quality of education that occurs at
the school.
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riic i.-|unmc 111 llic way in which pLibhc scluiols in New Hampshire are funded, combined wilh ihe unruiidei;
maiulaies included in No Child l.efl Behind are problenialie. AUhough most federal gram money remains consuiiii.
we have seen a considerable reduction in our Title I funds tliis year. The staff continues to use federal lunding
eirieicnllN lo luiitl siipplemeiilal service to students, professional development activities and technology needs.
1 eiKHHirage you to visit the school, attend a school-related activity, or come lo a school board meeting lo
discuss some of the issues mentioned above. Please plan to attend ihe annual district meeling on Tuesday, March ').
al (>:!)() p.m.
Phillip G. McCormack, Ed.D.
Siiperinlcnclent ofSchools
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This school district receives tedcral financial assistance. In t)rder lo
continue receiving such federal tlnancial assistance, this .school district will not
discriminate in their educational programs, activities or employment practices
on the basis of race, language, sex, age, or handicapping condition, under the
provisions of Title IX of the 1972 Educational Amendments; Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
(.'omplainls regarding compliance wilh Title IX regulations should be
submitted in writing lo the Title IX liaison for School Administrative Unit 29.
the Personnel Manager, 34 West Street, Kccne, New Hampshire.
Complaints regarding compliance with Rehabililalion Act of 1973 -
Section 504 should be submitted in writing lo the Dircclcu of Special
l-Akiealion, 34 West Street, Kccne, New Hampshire.




Wells Memorial School had another excellent year of staff, parents, and community members working
together to provide a quality atmosphere of learners. Our mission statement continues to be that Wells Memorial
School: challenges each student to reach his or her full potential; emphasizes academic achievement that can be
demonstrated and measured; builds family and community partnerships; teaches life skills and character
development; and promotes diverse cultural and artistic experiences. Our slogan, which encompasses these aims, is
"Knowledge and Responsibility for Today and Tomorrow." The school goals for 2003-2004 are:
1
.
By June, 2004, the Wells Memorial staff will have a structured volunteer program in place. One action
plan component will be to make sure there is a volunteer coordinator.
2. All WMS primary students will be reading on or above grade level by the end of the third grade.
3. As year 2 of a 3-year goal, the science curriculum will be revised to address the range of standards in
the state frameworks.
4. The subject areas of math and language arts, grades K-6, will be curriculum mapped by the WMS staff
by June, 2004.
As of January 2004, Wells Memorial School had an enrollment of 59 students, a 10 percent decrease from last
year. The breakdown of numbers, by grade levels, is as follows:




Kindergarten 5 Grade 3
Grade 1 5 Grade 4
Grade 2 10
We continue to have two grades in three of the four classrooms. This year's configuration is: a full day
kindergarten/ 1st grade with Emily Hartshorne; a combination of 2nd and 3rd grades with Christine Payack; a
combination of 4th and 5th grades with Kathy Frick; and a separate 6th grade taught by a team of myself and Jan
Yardley. Our half time Title I teacher is Roshan Swope. The special education teacher is Amy Fulton, and the two
special education aides are Jodi Farwell and Vince Bradley.
Our staff continues to respond to changing federal legislation requirements through the No Child Left Behind
Act. Our school made adequate yearly progress on the New Hampshire state testing of 3rd and 6th graders. In
tact, our students did extremely well at both grade levels. The WMS staff continues to analyze each year's results to
5ee areas of instructional strengths and weaknesses. Another part of NCLB requires teachers to be certified or
lighly qualified in all areas of instruction. As such, I have worked with Jan Yardley, our fine arts teacher, to have
ler become highly qualified in the areas of both art and music.
We are most fortunate to have such an active, supportive PTA at WMS. Some of the activities promoted by
ihem include: roller skating evenings once a month; a Halloween party; fund raisers to support school programs;
I
book fairs; and a reading incentive program and sleep over. They are always looking for new members and ideas.
I
I
Please know that our school is always open for visitors. Whether it's for Wednesday community lunch,
volunteering in a classroom, presenting a program or talent, or just coming to learn more about us, you are welcome.
1 also encourage local community and nonprofit groups to use the building. Some groups that use the building are:
I
the Women's Morris Dancers, Silver Lake Association, the Harrisville Community Church, the NH Sheep Growers




HARRISVILLE FOOD SERVICE FUND REPORT
(For the 2002-2003 fiscal year)
REVENUES (SOURCES OF FUNDS) AMOUNT
Lunch Sales- Pupil & Adults
District Contribution
Revenue from State ofN.H.
















PROFITS FROM OPERATIONS $0









A Beauty Spot, East View, N.H.
